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The Student Association, the Faculty Senate, and the Staff Advisory Council will review the Statement on Rights, 
Freedoms, and Responsibilities during the fall semester. If you have suggestions regarding revisions to the 
Statement, submit them to the president of one of these groups or to the Office of Student Affairs. 
  
Preamble 
    The University of Tulsa exists to promote the academic and social development of its students, the 
transmission of knowledge, the pursuit of truth, and a sense of responsibility toward self and society. A deep 
respect for the fundamental rights of expression, assembly, and petition is indispensable to the attainment of 
these goals. Academic freedom, based upon the freedom of the professor to teach and the freedom of the student 
to learn, is paramount to the purpose of the University. 
    Students at The University of Tulsa have varied educational goals and objectives but, as members of the 
academic community, they share a common important responsibility. That responsibility is to develop an 
inquisitive attitude toward the social, political, economic, moral, scientific, technological, and aesthetic issues of 
the day; to achieve an understanding of these issues from all points of view, and to participate in the humane 
solution to the problems that arise from them. 
    It is believed that these ideals can be best pursued and accomplished in an environment where individual and 
group deportment are tempered with a mutual respect for the rights of all people in the academic community. 
  
I. THE FREEDOM OF ACADEMIC INQUIRY 
    A. Freedom of Expression 

Students should be free to question or take reasoned exception, either written or oral, to the 
interpretation and/or application of data and matters of opinion in any course of study. However, 
students are responsible for learning the content of any course of study as required by the 
professor. 

     B. Freedom of Attendance 

Attendance policies developed by Colleges, departments, or individual faculty members take 
precedence over contrary statements below. Students are encouraged to read course syllabi 
carefully and discuss attendance requirements with their professors. Students should be free to 
attend class or not to attend class in those classes where fair academic evaluation does not 
necessitate direct student participation. Class attendance should not be required simply for the 
sake of attendance itself. However, if the students voluntarily choose not to attend, they should 
not expect the professor to repeat for their benefit any information already presented in class. In 
those cases where the accreditation of a School or College requires a regular attendance policy, 
the requirement of the accrediting agency shall take precedence. 

    C. Access to Professor 

Students should have the opportunity to confer with the professor outside the classroom. Professors 
should allot a reasonable proportion of their time for appointments with students to an extent 
consistent with class size and nature of the course.

This handbook is not a contract.  It provides information and reproduces certain significant policies of the 
University.  Policies and interpretation by the administration are subject to change as circumstances warrant.  
Please check with the appropriate office for updates and current application of any policy.
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    D. Confidentiality 

Students and professors have the ethical obligation to consider as confidential that information 
concerning views, academic achievement, beliefs, political association, and personal information 
acquired during their association. 

    E. Academic Evaluation 

Students have the right to fair academic evaluation. At the beginning of each course, the professor 
should inform students of the standard by which they will be evaluated. Any serious deviation from 
this standard should be implemented only if no student is penalized by the change. Results of 
achievement measurement should be made available to the student in a reasonable period of time. 
Students are responsible for meeting the standard of academic performance established for each 
course in which they are enrolled. 

    F. Evaluation of Faculty 

In an attempt to assist the University in the pursuit of academic excellence, students should have 
the opportunity to evaluate the faculty, courses, curriculum, and policies of the University 
community. 

    G. Acquisition of Personnel 

Students should have a means of voicing their opinions regarding acquisition and retention or 
termination of appointment of faculty and administrative personnel. These opinions should be given 
fair and serious consideration in the decision-making processes leading to such personnel actions. 
In such cases where advisory committees are formed for acquisition of faculty and administrative 
personnel, students should have voting representation on such committees. 

    H. Facilities 

Students should have access to facilities of learning where physical conditions such as lighting, 
seating, temperature control, noise limitations, and electrical facilities are conducive to learning and 
are adequate to prevent distraction from the learning process. 

    I. Records and Class Procedures 

Students should be allowed to take notes and, with the permission of the instructor, make electronic 
and photographic records of class proceedings as long as they do not disturb the class. These 
records may be reproduced and disseminated only with the permission of the 
instructor. 

    J. Retention of Original Work 

Students and professors have an ethical obligation to respect the sanctity of original ideas as 
original work. They also have an obligation to recognize that benefits from such original work belong 
to the originator unless they are voluntarily relinquished. 

II. FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION 
The rights of free inquiry and free expression, both public and private, are essential to the learning process and 
must be protected by the responsible and mutually supporting efforts of all segments of the University 
community. These rights shall not be infringed upon. It is the responsibility of students and student groups to 
make clear that they speak only for themselves when they are supporting causes, participating in public 
expressions, and conducting demonstrations. 
  
    A. Guest Speakers 
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Officially recognized student organizations may invite speakers of their own choosing to campus. 
Sponsorship of guest speakers does not necessarily imply approval or endorsement of the views 
they express, either by the sponsoring group or the University. 

    B. Peaceful Protest and Assembly 

The right of peaceful assembly and protest, and the freedom to petition, shall not be infringed 
upon by the University, groups, organizations, or individuals. Peaceful assembly shall not interfere 
with normal passage of other students and members of the academic community or the continuity 
of the educational process. 

    C. Dissemination of Printed Materials 

Leaflets and printed materials may be distributed at public gatherings, in public places, and also 
in classrooms with the permission of the instructor. Other materials may be posted in designated 
areas. (Students should check with deans' offices, residence hall directors, etc. for designated 
areas.) 

    D. Employment Interviews 

The University, in recognition of the desire of students to seek employment, provides an 
employment interview service. Students shall be given equal opportunity to interview with any 
employer. 

    E. Student Communication Media 

An integral part of the freedom of expression is contained in the freedom of student publications 
and communications media to discuss, examine, and intellectually explore information and ideas 
emanating from within as well as from without the University community. The student editors and 
student directors of student communications media shall possess editorial rights and 
responsibilities and should be guided by principles of responsible journalism. Student originated 
codes shall protect student editors and student directors from harassment or removal from office 
and from prior censorship of material. Whenever editorial opinion is expressed, it should be so 
stated, and the source identified. Where federal broadcast regulations require faculty advisors, 
they shall be protected from harassment, removal from office, or loss of position due to the 
conduct of students involved. 

III. FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION 
Students, having a variety of interests and motivations, shall be free to organize and to   join campus 
associations and groups to promote their common interests. Although the  nature of groups based upon 
common interest does limit participation, no student          otherwise eligible shall be excluded from 
membership in a campus organization because of race, religion, nationality, or gender. 
  
    A. Organizations 

The recognition, continued approval, and discipline that may be necessary for the governing and 
regulation of such organizations shall rest with a regulatory body of the Student Association. 
While organizations periodically may be required to submit a constitution and a list of current 
officers, membership lists may not be required as a condition of recognition. If a student 
organization has an off-campus affiliation, this should not disqualify the organization from 
recognition. Only those members in the University community will be eligible to make policy in 
student organizations. Each organization shall retain the freedom to choose its advisor, but the 
inability to secure an advisor shall not be the basis for non-recognition by the regulatory body. An 
advisor shall not control the policy of an organization nor direct its activities. 

    B. Use of University Name 
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Individuals or organizations may use the University name only to identify their affiliation with the 
University. University approval or disapproval of any action or policy of an organization may not 
be stated or implied by that organization without expressed authorization. 

    C. Use of University Facilities 

The provision of the University facilities for use by campus or public groups shall in no way 
interfere with academic activities of the University. The appropriate administrative office 
responsible for coordinating the assignment of facilities is entitled to impose reasonable 
regulations upon the use of these facilities including timeliness of request, the appropriateness of 
the facility, and the maintenance and care of the facility. In scheduling these facilities, priority 
should be given to groups and individuals within the student community. Those regulations shall 
not be used for purposes of censorship. 

    D. Use and Allocation of Funds 

Student organizations should exercise autonomy in maintaining their financial affairs. If University 
funds are allocated to a student organization or if an organization utilizes University banking 
services, University standards of financial accountability will be prerequisite to the continued 
allocation of such funds or use of such services. The procedures shall not be used to influence 
the policy of any organization. 

IV. THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY 
The right to freely exchange ideas and opinions, which is fundamental to the educational process, must be 
supported by the rights of individuals to the privacy of their beliefs. Students are responsible for their social 
morality, within the limits of civil legality. Individuals' political beliefs and activities are private and beyond the 
control of the University. Matters of political and moral behavior on the part of any student shall not be the 
subject of recorded information. 
  
    A. In Residences on University Property 

The right of privacy of University students living in University residence halls shall be as provided 
by law. 

    B. Confidentiality of Records 

Respect must be accorded the confidential relationship between the University and its students by 
preserving the privacy of all records of each student. This relationship presupposes that records 
will be kept only on matters relevant to the educational process and that even those minimal 
records will not be disclosed except with the student's consent or in carefully circumscribed 
instances based upon clearly defined policy. The student's records, their supporting documents, 
and other files are confidential. They are to be maintained only by University staff. 

    C. Maintenance of Separate Files 

Separate files should be maintained as follows: 
l.  academic records, supporting records and documents, and general education records; 
2. student personnel records; 
3. records of disciplinary proceedings; 
4. financial records; 
5. medical and psychological records. 
Students may reserve the right to determine what honors, awards and organizational membership 
information is to become a part of their student personnel record. 

    D. Accessibility of Records for Faculty Advisement 

Members of the faculty may have access to records and files necessary for academic 
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advisement. Normally, records relating to financial, medical, psychological, and disciplinary 
matters will not be available for such purposes. 

    E. Retention of Records 

Records shall not be preserved beyond graduation or other final departure of any student except 
as follows: 
l. The academic records, which include academic probation and dismissals, may be retained 
indefinitely. 
2. Financial records may be retained so long as any obligation exists. 
3. Disciplinary records should not be retained beyond graduation, termination of affiliation with the 
University, or after a certain agreed upon time - such as a period of probation. 
4. Medical or psychological records shall not be retained more than five years after graduation or 
other final departure from the University. 

V. OFF-CAMPUS FREEDOM 
Students occupy the dual role of members of the civil community as well as members of the academic 
community. Therefore, students shall enjoy the freedoms and obligations of any other citizen, while at the 
same time being subject to the freedoms and obligations of the University community. The University should 
have no jurisdiction over students' behavior while off campus unless these students are acting as direct 
representatives of the University. However, where the professional nature of a college requires jurisdiction to 
be exercised over students' off-campus behavior in accordance with established professional standards, such 
jurisdiction may be exercised in accordance with such standards. 
    In cases where students are accused of violating civil law, University officials should be prepared to inform 
students of sources of legal counsel and may offer other assistance. Students who violate institutional 
regulations, without intent, as the direct result of off-campus activities, should not be penalized unduly and 
should be subject only to the penalty normally imposed for the violation of the specific regulation. 
  
VI. STUDENT SELF-GOVERNMENT 
The student body shall have the right of self-government. The right shall include the use of allocated funds and 
the passage of student resolutions, in addition to that usually implied by self-government. 
  
VII. THE RIGHT OF STUDENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN UNIVERSITY 
GOVERNMENT AND THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS 
As constituents within the University community, students shall possess the freedom and the channels for 
expressing their opinions on matters of University policy. The faculty and administration must bear final 
responsibility for the implementation and maintenance of degree requirements, course grades, and general 
academic standards. 
  
    A. Representation on University Committees 

In all cases where it is capable of being effected, students shall have adequate representation on 
University committees. 

    B. Participation in Housing Regulations 

In the matter of student residences, specifically residence halls, fraternities, and sororities, 
students shall have the right to develop governing rules in conjunction with others directly 
concerned provided that such rules shall not conflict with any University-wide regulation or policy 
then in force or thereafter adopted. 

    C. Autonomy in Judicial Processes 

Students shall have the right to participate in the judicial proceedings and the imposition of 
sanctions pertaining to student violations of previously agreed upon codes of conduct. 

    D. Access to Statements of University Policy
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The University administration shall be responsible for providing statements of policy and general 
information which affects the activities and well-being of students. 

VIII. STANDARDS IN DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS 
An inherent right of all citizens is that of specified procedural standards that protect individuals from 
unnecessary infringement upon their personal liberties. Within the University community, disciplinary 
proceedings should be undertaken only after careful consideration has been given to the maintenance of the 
minimal procedural standards. 
  
    A. Expected Conduct 

The University has a continuing obligation to make clear the standards of behavior which it 
believes students must accept in order for the institution to carry out its educational purposes. In 
addition to these statements of expectation, the University shall also clearly describe the means 
whereby a student shall have judicial recourse in disciplinary proceedings. 

    B. The Right of Counsel and Advice 

Students who are accused of violating prescribed codes of conduct shall be informed of the 
accusation against them, and shall be informed of their right to seek counsel. They shall also be 
advised that they need not provide a statement until they have had opportunity to secure counsel. 
In all judicial proceedings, the counsel may be present if the student desires, but may not speak 
on the student's behalf. Students shall be notified in writing of the specific charges or allegations 
that have been brought against them. 

    C. Judicial Hearing 

Judicial hearings shall be conducted within a framework of a judicial system guaranteeing the 
right of due process. The accused have the right to decline to give incriminating evidence against 
themselves. In all proceedings, the burden of proof shall be on the prosecution. A record shall be 
maintained of all substantive material introduced at a judicial hearing. The records of the 
proceedings shall be confidential. 

    D. Protection Against Double Jeopardy 

Students shall not be made to submit a second time to judicial or disciplinary proceedings for the 
same offense that would have an adverse effect upon them. 

    E. Complainant Information 

1. Individuals filing or named in a complaint may receive a copy of the complaint upon request to 
the dean or associate dean of students. 
2. Per Family Education and Rights to Privacy regulations, victims of a crime of violence may 
receive notification of the results of the disciplinary proceeding. See regulations for further 
information. 

  
2.  Student Code of Conduct 
    

  
General Standard of Conduct 
    The University of Tulsa holds high expectations for student conduct. The

This handbook is not a contract.  It provides information and reproduces certain significant policies of the 
University.  Policies and interpretation by the administration are subject to change as circumstances warrant.  
Please check with the appropriate office for updates and current application of any policy.
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pursuits of each student and the high ideals of the University will be served best when students interact with 
one another and the University in an atmosphere of mutual respect, dignity, trust, and honor. Specifically, it is 
incumbent upon each University of Tulsa student to: 

Respect order, fairness, morality, and the rights of others.  
Obey the laws of the land and the regulations, rules, and policies of the University.  
Conduct his or her activities with high regard for the ideals of higher education, which include personal 
honor, academic honesty, and intellectual freedom.  

    Failure to fulfill these expectations will be sufficient cause for the University to initiate disciplinary 
proceedings. 
  
    Examples of violations of the General Standard of Conduct may include, but are not limited to, the following:

Physical abuse or assault upon another  
Threatening the safety of self or others  
Damage to the property of another or the University  
Theft of property or other things of value  
Intentional misrepresentation of facts or information on University documents or given to University 
personnel  
Misuse of University equipment, funds, or identification/debit cards  
Defacing University property, including library materials  
Violations of the alcohol or drug policies  
The use of threatening or obscene language toward another  
Sexual harassment  
Sexual assault  
Activities that violate University policies of nondiscrimination in regard to race, religion, national origin, 
ethnic origin, age, gender, handicap, or status as a veteran  

    Possible sanctions for violations of the General Standard of Conduct may include, but are not limited, to the 
following: exclusion from certain extracurricular, co-curricular, intramural, intercollegiate, or student activities 
and organizations; verbal and/or written warning; reprimand; admonition; restitution; punitive fine; membership, 
residence hall, or disciplinary probation; withdrawal of privileges; suspension; and/or expulsion/ dismissal. 
    In addition to the General Standard of Conduct for all university students, students enrolled in the College of 
Law are also responsible for adhering to the College of Law Honor Code. For copies of this policy, contact the 
Law School in John Rogers Hall. 
  
3.  Policies Regarding Activities and Conduct 
  
    The rules, regulations, and policies contained in this handbook apply to all TU students, full time and part 
time, including but not limited to undergraduates, graduates, law school students, athletes, residence hall 
occupants, apartment occupants, members of fraternities and sororities, and commuting students. 
    In addition to the rules, regulations, and policies contained in this handbook, other handbooks specific for 
certain groups of students apply as well. Therefore, the Policies & Procedures Handbook for School of Nursing, 
Sports Medicine Handbook, Student-Athlete Handbook, Undergraduate and Graduate Bulletins, Law School 
Policies and Regulations and the Law School Student Code of Conduct Handbook, Residence Living 
Handbook, Office of Research: Policies, Procedures, Guidelines, or ACAC Facilities booklet also may apply to 
you. 
    This handbook is not a contract. It provides information and reproduces certain significant policies of the 
University. Policies and interpretation by the administration are subject to change as circumstances warrant. 
Please check with the appropriate office for updates and current application of any policy. 
  
4.  Affirmative Action/Equal Employment Opportunity 
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    The University of Tulsa is an equal opportunity employer and institution of higher education. The University 
endeavors to create and nurture an informed and inclusive environment in its workplace and educational 
programs. Affirmative action and equal employment opportunity are integral parts of The University of Tulsa, 
not just because they are legally mandated, but because we recognize that the present and future strength of 
the University is based primarily on people and their skills, experience, and potential. The University of Tulsa 
does not discriminate on the basis of personal status or group characteristics, including, but not limited to, the 
classes protected under federal and state law. The University seeks to recruit, select, and promote students, 
faculty, and all other employees on the basis of individual merit. 
    The University of Tulsa, an Affirmative Action/Equal Employment Opportunity institution, recognizes the 
need to increase representation by underrepresented groups. The Affirmative Action/Equal Employment 
Opportunity Officer at The University of Tulsa has the responsibility for implementing and monitoring the 
Affirmative Action Plan of the University and assisting with the application and interpretation of pertinent laws 
and policy. 
    Individuals with complaints or inquiries should contact the Office of Legal Compliance or the Vice President 
for Enrollment and Student Services. 
  
  
5.  Alcohol Policy 
    

  
    The Alcohol Policy is currently under review and may be revised.  The current policy, printed below, 
remains in effect until a revised policy has been approved. This policy applies to all events where 
alcohol will be served on campus, whether by student organizations or other groups.  
    In addition to checking with the Office of Student Affairs for any revisions to this policy (or others 
published in this Handbook), please be aware that all higher education institutions are subject to 
revisions in federal law and regulations.  At the time of printing, Congress has approved amendments 
that will result in changes to reporting and confidentiality requirements affecting the current privacy 
rights of those students under age 21.   These and other changes may take effect after the printing of 
this handbook. TU must and will act in compliance with federal requirements as they become effective, 
even if not always in conformity with the University's own statements, policies, and codes as adopted 
and published. 
Students and student organizations are hereby notified that the regulations of the Allen Chapman Activity 
Center (ACAC) that specify where beer may be purchased and consumed in ACAC are consistent with this 
policy. Specifically, beer purchased in the Hurricane Hut may be consumed only in the Hut and on the south 
patio. Organizations that want beer available in the Great Hall must apply to the Dean of Students to register 
the event, arrange for beer to be sold in the Great Hall, and provide monitors to ensure that alcohol regulations 
are followed. 
  
I. PHILOSOPHICAL STATEMENT 
The University of Tulsa is an educational and social community wherein its students and their guests interact in 
a wide variety of activities. It is acknowledged that at some of these activities the consumption of alcoholic 
beverages may occur. So that these activities can be reasonably governed, and in order to promote 
responsible conduct with respect to alcohol consumption, this policy is established to conform with state and 
federal laws and in keeping with the mission of The University of Tulsa. 
    The University deplores the abuse of alcohol, intoxication, and unacceptable conduct that may result 
therefrom.  A University-wide commitment to alcohol education prevails. Further, members of the University 
community are assured that the absence of alcohol from social events is an acceptable practice. 
  
II. BASIC PRINCIPLES 
     A. The Law* 

The University of Tulsa holds its students and the officers of student organizations responsible for 
the observance of state and federal laws with respect to alcoholic beverages. These laws prohibit 
consumption of alcoholic beverages by anyone under 21 years of age. These laws also make it 
unlawful to sell, purchase, deliver, or furnish alcoholic beverages to anyone under 21 years of age 

This handbook is not a contract.  It provides information and reproduces certain significant policies of the 
University.  Policies and interpretation by the administration are subject to change as circumstances warrant.  
Please check with the appropriate office for updates and current application of any policy.
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or to an intoxicated person, to consume them in a public place, or to misrepresent one's age to 
obtain alcoholic beverages. Further, it is unlawful for anyone 21 years of age or older, except a 
parent or guardian, to sell or furnish alcoholic beverages to anyone under the age of 21. 
*Oklahoma Law: Title 37, Sec. 241, 1985. Federal Law: Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act, 
1990. 

    B. Definition of Alcohol 

The alcohol policy at The University of Tulsa is designed to ensure uniform application and 
understanding. To that end, it is essential that all persons recognize that the intent of this alcohol 
policy is to extend a very broad meaning to the definition of alcoholic beverages. Therefore, 
alcohol and alcoholic beverages are defined to be any consumed beverage that has alcohol 
content. This would include but not be limited to all forms of beer, wine, wine coolers, and distilled 
beverages. 

   C. Jurisdiction and Violations 

Violations of the Alcohol Policy will be reviewed under the provisions of The University of Tulsa 
Judicial code. The Alcohol Policy shall apply to every function or event, including but not limited 
to receptions, banquets, dinners, picnics, or any outdoor event, social event, and campus-wide 
activity sponsored by student organizations or individuals associated with The University of Tulsa. 
In addition, other off-campus University of Tulsa events that imply or express University affiliation 
are bound by this policy. This policy is in effect during all periods of the year including summer 
months. 

    D. Responsibility 

The presence of alcohol at student activities creates a need to manage the activity with care and 
to be concerned with the conduct of those present. Those who plan or choose to attend events 
where alcoholic beverages will be present and consumed must assume full legal responsibility 
and liability for the consequences of their actions. The University holds officers of student 
organizations specifically responsible for the activities of their organization, members, and guests. 
The University will proceed with appropriate conduct hearings or administrative action whenever a 
breach of this expectation occurs. Refer to University Judicial Board policy regarding judicial 
procedures. 

    E. Alcohol Consumption and Personal Choice 

Consuming alcoholic beverages is clearly a matter of personal choice. When students choose not 
to do so, their position should be honored and peer or organizational pressure should never be 
exerted to cause them to do otherwise. 

    F. Education 

The use and abuse of, and dependency on, alcoholic beverages is an issue that is of concern to 
The University of Tulsa community as well as society at large. To this end, education becomes 
the responsibility of the entire campus community and includes an individual's peers, and any 
organization sponsoring an event where alcoholic beverages are served. Any student organization 
that intends to conduct events where alcoholic beverages will be consumed will be required to: 
1. have its president and social chairman attend a University-sponsored alcohol education 
seminar; 
2. conduct a University-approved alcohol education seminar for its entire membership once a 
year. 

    G. Designated Driver and Nondrinker Escort Programs 

The University, in connection with events where alcoholic beverages are consumed, requires 
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student organizations to implement designated driver and nondrinker programs. Such efforts 
provide for the welfare of members and guests, and reduce exposure to liability. A designated 
driver is defined as a person who will not consume alcoholic beverages immediately prior to, 
during, or immediately following the event. Designated drivers will be responsible for transporting 
to their place of residence those who would seem to have impaired driving abilities. 

    H. Alcohol Abuse, Intoxication, and Intervention 

The University abhors alcohol abuse and intoxication and has the responsibility to intervene in 
situations where such occurs. Therefore, individuals demonstrating abuse, intoxication, or 
dependency may be subject to University discipline and will be referred to appropriate University 
or community services for assistance. Student organizations encouraging abuse of alcohol or 
disregard for the principles of this policy are subject to disciplinary action. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 
  
   A. Registration of Events 

All events where alcoholic beverages may be consumed, whether held on or off the campus, are 
to be properly registered with the Student Affairs Office, Holmes Student Center. Registration 
must occur at least seven (7) days in advance of the event. Parties confined to the individual 
residence rooms of students or that do not affect the immediate environs or the larger community, 
need not be registered. Students residing in residence halls are referred to The Guide to Living 
on Campus regarding policies specific to residence halls. 

    B. Alternate Beverages and Food 

Since many individuals choose not to consume alcoholic beverages, at any function where 
alcoholic beverages are served, the sponsoring organization must also provide nonalcoholic 
beverages in sufficient quantity to meet the needs of the guests. Likewise, a variety of non-salty 
foods are required and must be available to all guests throughout the event. 

    C. Publicity and Sponsorship 

Publicizing events where alcoholic beverages will be consumed must be done in such a way as 
to bring credit to the sponsoring organization and the University. Such publicity must focus on the 
purpose of the event and not on the availability of alcoholic beverages. Therefore, terms that 
relate to alcohol or its imagery are prohibited for use in publicity. The Dean or Associate Dean of 
Students must approve such publicity in the Office of Student Affairs. Any publicity to be posted in 
the residence halls must be pre-approved by the Director of Residence Life as well. In support of 
the academic atmosphere of the institution, no marketing or program sponsorship can come from 
distributors of alcoholic products. This includes no promotions or distribution of free gifts or 
products. 

    D. Proof of Age 

At any event where alcohol is consumed, whether served or sold, legal proof of age must be 
presented to those in charge of the event and/or alcohol distribution. 

    E. Approved Locations for Alcohol Consumption and Sale 

The sale of beer, to those of legal age, by the University may occur only in the Hurricane Hut or 
in other locations as permitted by the University's license. Beer purchased in the Hurricane Hut 
must be consumed in the Hut or adjacent patio. Alcoholic beverages purchased elsewhere may 
not be consumed in Allen Chapman Activity Center, the patio nor surrounding areas of Allen 
Chapman Activity Center. 
2. When an event has been properly registered, beer may be consumed but not sold by the 
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student organization in the following locations:
a. The Great Hall, the Hurricane Hut, and the patios and surrounding areas of the Allen Chapman 
Activity Center (only beer purchased in these areas may be consumed in these areas) 
b. Shaw Alumni Center 
c. Residence Halls 
d. Fraternity houses 
e. Harwell Field 
f. The "U" 
g. John Rogers Hall and surrounding areas 
h. Other locations by special petition to the Dean/ Associate Dean of Students in the Office of 
Student Affairs. 

    F. Security Procedures for Registering Student Events 

It is the position of the University of Tulsa, as stated in University policies, that student officers in 
planning and administering their parties and other registered events are fully accountable for an 
orderly atmosphere, providing for the welfare and safety of guests, ensuring adherence to the 
University's alcohol beverage policy, and other policies which may apply. Further, security officers 
are responsible for assisting student leaders, should they encounter student conduct problems, in 
the fulfillment of these responsibilities. At events where security officers are present, organization 
officers are expected to work cooperatively with officers through the event and to ensure 
compliance with university policies and procedures. The standards listed in this policy should 
serve as a guideline for the responsibilities of organization officers and security personnel. 
Organization officers are to be particularly vigilant in regard to disallowing consumption of alcohol 
by under age guests, intoxication, exclusion of individuals not invited to a particular event, and 
conditions which could lead to a disturbance. Student organizations and their officers will be held 
accountable for any violations of the Student Organizations Security Procedures policy, as 
described here. 

    1. Guidelines for Officers 

a. Security personnel should check in with the students in charge and/or the organization's 
advisor. This will allow security to be informed about the nature of the event and provide a 
contact person, should any problems arise. 
b. Security personnel should arrive approximately 15 minutes before the event begins and should 
not leave before the crowd is dispersed. Compensation will be handled accordingly. The parking 
lot and adjacent properties should also be checked following the event to determine whether 
groups have gathered which could be considered a problem. 
c. ACAC policy prohibits beer purchased in the Hut to be brought to any other location in the 
building. There should be sufficient security in place to enforce this policy. No alcoholic beverages 
(including beer) can be brought into the building. 
d. Security should assist individuals responsible for governing admission to events.  
e. Security should patrol the facility during an event and should provide the visibility required to 
handle a crowd and to be easily contracted if their assistance is needed. 
f. The duty of security is to preserve the safety of the participants, performers, building, and 
University property. 

    2. Guidelines for Students 

a. As soon as security arrives, students in charge of the event are to visit with security and 
provide them with guidelines and pertinent information relative to the event. 
b. Student organization officers are responsible for the enforcement of the University's alcohol and 
other applicable policies. If student organization officers are unable to enforce these polices 
because of student conduct problems, they should turn to security for assistance. 
c. Maintain the volume of amplified music and live bands at an acceptable level. Organizations 
must assure compliance with the University's policy regarding amplified music. Complaints which 
result in a visit by the Tulsa Police Department may result in the event being terminated. 
d. If security fails to arrive or is available in insufficient numbers, the student or advisor in charge 
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should contact the Security Department Dispatcher at x5555 to assist with additional security or 
reassignment of personnel who are present for the event. 
e. Provide evaluation for security services to the Security Department within 72 hours following 
the event. 
f.  Student organization leaders are responsible for maintaining a secure environment for events 
held at The University of Tulsa. Failure to do so will result in sanctions against the organization. 
g. Emergency matters which require fire, police, or ambulance services should be coordinated 
with Security assigned to the event. 

IV. GUIDELINES REGARDING ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 

A. Student Activities Board Registration for Organizations 
Only Student Activities Board (SAB) organizations can sponsor events where alcohol is 
consumed. The SAB, a part of the Student Association, establishes recognition of student 
organizations. Students wishing to have their organization recognized by the SAB must complete 
the materials required. Such materials are available in the Administrative Office in the Allen 
Chapman Activity Center or in the Coordinator of Student Activities Office, Holmes Student 
Center. 
 
B. Authorization and Supervision 
The president of the sponsoring organization and the organization's advisor must authorize the 
event by signature as required on the Alcohol Event Registration Form. Additionally, the social 
chairman or other appropriate officer must sign. These officers must plan to be in attendance, 
along with a non-alcohol consuming officer, at the event throughout its entirety. If one of these 
officers is unavailable, the next ranking officer must assume the responsibility. 
 
C. Security 
At any registered event where alcohol is consumed, University-approved security must be 
present. When an event has more than 100 people present, an additional security person is 
required for each 50 individuals in attendance. The sponsoring organization must make these 
arrangements at least seven (7) days prior to the event by contacting the Director of Safety and 
Security. The director may also require additional security measures if circumstances warrant. 
 
D. Party Monitors 
All student organizations that intend to conduct events where alcohol will be consumed are 
required to nominate three (3) students each semester to a party monitor pool. On a random 
basis, two members of the pool and one member of the pool from the sponsoring organization will 
be assigned to attend registered events and monitor compliance with this policy. Monitors will 
submit compliance reports to the Dean/Associate Dean of Students. These reports assess the 
organization's compliance with the stipulations of this policy. All party monitors must refrain from 
alcohol consumption while monitoring an event. Party monitors are expected to remain at the 
event for the entire time of the scheduled events. 
  
E. Responsibility Regarding Damages 
If damage to property occurs at any event where alcohol is served, the direct cost of repair may 
be passed on to the sponsoring organization. Additionally, the University may elect to proceed 
with disciplinary measures. The determination in these matters will be handled by the appropriate 
supervisor of the facility. Any discrepancies or appeals of damage may be referred to the Dean of 
Students. Until such time that damage claims have been resolved, the student organization shall 
not be able to sponsor any social event either on or off campus. 
 
F. Prohibition of "Open" Parties 
Student organizations that sponsor registered events where alcoholic beverages are consumed 
may have only University of Tulsa students and invited guests in attendance. TU students must 
present a valid University of Tulsa identification card to gain admission to the event. Further, 
student organizations are urged to extend written invitations to those whom they wish to have 
attend the event. A list of invited guests by name must be posted at the entrance to the event 
and must be monitored by a responsible member of the organization or a security person. 
Admission of an individual whose name is not on the list must be approved in writing by an 
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organizational officer in charge of the event. Guest lists must be provided to the Office of Student 
Affairs at least 24 hours prior to the start of the registered event. All altered guest lists must be 
submitted to the Office of Student Affairs after the event. 
 
G. Prohibition of Keg Beer, Wine, and Distilled Beverages 
Keg beer, wine, distilled beverages, and punches made from wine or distilled beverages are not 
permitted on The University of Tulsa campus, except as provided by Dining Services and 
provided the alcohol beverages do not exceed 3.2%. 

Service of Alcoholic Beverages on Campus, or for TU Sponsored Events 
    The Oklahoma ABLE (Alcoholic Beverage Laws Enforcement) Commission requires licensing for the sale 
and/or service of alcohol by a business entity.  TU is registered as a non-profit, educational corporation with 
the State of Oklahoma.  TU has a beer license, which allows the sale and service of 3.2 beer, and wine 
coolers 3.2 volume or less in the Hurricane Hut in ACAC, and a few other specific locations on campus.  Any 
other sales/service of alcohol, including wine, requires TU to either, 1)get a special event license; or 2) hire an 
outside caterer who has an alcohol catering license, to serve the wine/alcohol only at the event.  These 
conditions apply ONLY if TU is hosting an event where "value" is given for the alcoholic beverage.  "Value" is 
defined by the ABLE Commission as a) a cash bar; b) an admission fee or ticket is charged to attend the 
event, and alcohol is served, even if it is an event where dinner/alcohol were incidental to the program; and c) 
a donation is given in order to be invited to the event.  If no "value" is given, then the alcohol can be provided 
by TU and served by TU dining staff at the event.  Any outside entity who wants to TU facilities for an 
event where alcohol would be served must obtain a special event license--it cannot be brought in and 
served by their own people, or be donated and served by TU staff or others.  A special event license 
cost $55.00 and application must be made to the ABLE Commission at least 20 days prior to the event.  
Application forms for a Special Event License are available in the Office of Legal Compliance, 104 
McClure Hall (x2423).  
  
    Any event where alcohol is served on campus must be registered at least 7 days in advance with the Office 
of Student Affairs--this includes events even where students will not attend.  This is found in Section III (A) of 
the TU Alcohol Policy. 
  
  
6.  Computer Equipment and Software Misuse 
    The University forbids the misuse of computer hardware and software to gain access to unauthorized data 
or to change University data or records in any fashion. It also is a violation to engage in unauthorized 
reproduction of software, to use illegally obtained software, or to use University equipment to make illegal 
copies of software. The University of Tulsa Policy Governing Use and Duplication of Computer Software may 
be obtained in any public computer laboratory by downloading from www.cir.utulsa.edu (See "Ethics Code and 
Policy for Computer Use" in this section.)  All Information Services Policies are available at 
www.cir.utulsa.edu/policies 
  
7.  Concealed Weapons Policy 
    Oklahoma's Concealed Weapons Act became effective on January 1, 1996. The University of Tulsa has 
reviewed its position regarding firearms and other weapons in the workplace and will continue with existing 
policies prohibiting the carrying of concealed weapons on University premises. (See "Firearms, Air Rifles, 
Weapons, Explosives, and Fireworks" policy below; The Guide to Living of Campus, and the Policy and 
Procedures Manual.)  
In addition to the University's current policies, as a private institution, Title 21 Oklahoma Statutes section 
1277D and 1290.22 prohibits carrying concealed weapons on colleges and university campuses, except under 
specified conditions as set out in University of Tulsa policy.  
Students and employees who wish to bring firearms or other weapons to campus even for a short duration of 
time must immediately register them with the Security Department and turn them over for storage.  
Violation of The University of Tulsa's policies pertaining to concealed weapons may result in disciplinary action. 
Please contact the Office of Personnel Services or the Office of Student Affairs for questions or additional 
information. 
  
8.  Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act Policy 
    The University of Tulsa, through compliance with the requirements of the Drug-Free Schools and 
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Communities Act of 1990, forbids the use of illegal drugs and controlled substances. This policy covers all full-
time, part-time, regular, or temporary students and employees. The policy governs use and possession of 
alcoholic beverages of any kind and all controlled substances and illegal drugs. Student involvement in such 
activities is considered gross misconduct and, therefore, is subject to disciplinary action up to and including 
immediate dismissal. 
 This policy was adopted by The University of Tulsa on September 5, 1990, and stands in addition to all other 
existing drug policies, including those for athletes and employees. 
 
I. GENERAL POLICY 
    At a time when our society faces enormous substance abuse problems, our purpose in developing this 
policy is to provide a drug-free environment for all University of Tulsa students, faculty, and staff. This policy 
covers all full-time, part-time, regular, or temporary students and employees, and represents The University of 
Tulsa's efforts to achieve compliance as a federal contractor with the Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act 
of 1990. The following substances are covered by this policy: 
          A. Alcoholic beverages of any kind. 

B. Controlled substances and illegal drugs, which include all forms of narcotics, hallucinogens, 
depressants, stimulants, and other drugs, the use, possession, or transfer of which is restricted or 
prohibited by law. 

II. ACTIVITIES PROHIBITED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF TULSA 

The University of Tulsa prohibits employees and students from taking part in the following 
activities while on University premises or on University business. Employee or student 
involvement in such activities is considered gross misconduct and is therefore subject to 
disciplinary action up to and including immediate dismissal. Prohibited activities are as follows: 
A. Possession and/or distribution of marijuana. 
B. Possession and/or distribution of other drugs. 
C. Possession and consumption of alcoholic beverages by anyone under 21 years of age. 
D. The consumption of alcoholic beverages on campus except as authorized by University policy. 

III. LEGAL SANCTIONS 

Federal and state laws impose grave penalties on those who illegally possess, use, or distribute 
drugs or alcohol. The major penalties may be summarized as follows: 

Nature of Offense  Minimum Penalty Maximum Penalty
Possession of marijuana  $1,000 or 15 days-1 year  10 years
Possession of other drugs  $1,000 or 15 days-1 year  20 years
Distribution of marijuana  $25,000 and 4 years-life $4,000 and life

without parole 
Distribution of other drugs  $25,000 (28 gm cocaine, 5 gm 

cocaine base, 10 gm heroin);  
add 10 years minimum for  
amphetamines, $50,000 - 
100,000 for 1 gm LSD, 
$20,000 - $50,000 for PCP 

$8,000,000 and mandatory 
life without parole

Possession of liquor containing over 
3.2% alcohol by anyone under 21 
years of age

 $0-100 or 0-30 days 100 and 30 days

Possession of liquor containing less 
than 3.2% alcohol by any-one under 
21 years of age

 $0-100 or 20 hours of community service 100 and 30 days

Furnishing anyone under 21 years $2,500 or 0-5 years  $5,000 and 5 years
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     Penalties may escalate sharply between the minimums and maximums described, depending on the quantities 
of drugs involved and whether the individual has had a previous conviction. Also, minimum penalties vary, 
depending on the court in which a case is tried. Those listed above are the lesser of the state or federal penalties; 
thus, a higher minimum penalty may be levied depending on whether the case falls under the jurisdiction of a 
federal or a state court. Also, Congress or the Oklahoma legislature may change the penalties described herein 
after the date of this policy. 
    In addition to the criminal penalties described above, a member of the University community may become liable 
for personal injuries or property damage that occur because he/she illegally sells or, in some instances, furnishes 
illegal drugs or alcohol to someone else. This liability may include liability for injuries or death to the person to 
whom the drugs or alcohol are given or sold, and may also include liability to third persons who are injured or 
suffer property damage because of the actions of the person to whom the drugs or alcohol have been given or 
sold. 

 IV. HEALTH RISKS 
    It is important to understand the very serious risks incurred through the use of drugs or the abuse of 
alcohol. These risks include addiction to or dependency upon the substance; memory loss; liver and kidney 
failure; malignancies of the liver and kidneys; personal injuries while under the influence; infectious diseases 
including AIDS (if needles or other drug delivery devices are shared); injuries to the immune system; heart 
damage; changes in weight; loss of ability to concentrate or reason; personality changes; insanity; temporary 
loss of or heightened sensations; hallucinations; delusions; depression; inability to sleep or to remain awake; 
loss of judgment; and death. The use of drugs or alcohol before or during pregnancy or nursing can lead to 
severe birth defects or death to the children involved. 
  
V. AVAILABLE COUNSELING AND REHABILITATION 
    Various treatment options, both on and off campus, are available to members of the University community 
who have problems with drugs or alcohol. These options include the following: 
    A. Employees and Students 

The University's Counseling and Health Centers, located in the Alexander Health Center, provide 
free counseling and referral services to students and employees on a confidential basis. Any 
employee or student who has a drug or alcohol problem may seek help through this facility. 

    B. Employees 

The University's health plans reimburse employees for part or all of drug and alcohol counseling 
and treatment, off campus, under the conditions of each plan. Employees should review their 
summary plan descriptions to determine the specific treatments that are available and the 
conditions for reimbursement. 

    C. Self-Referrals 

Many local agencies permit self-referrals for treatment of substance abuse. A list of these 
providers is available on a confidential basis through the Counseling Center or Personnel 
Services. Some community services are provided free or at very little cost. 
    If an employee uses this approach to treatment, he/she should ask his/her immediate 
supervisor for a medical leave of absence. In most cases, the request for such a leave will be 
granted, and the employee may return to his or her job upon completion of the treatment plan. 
    For acute situations, hospitals with emergency rooms near the University campus include 
Hillcrest, 1120 S. Utica; St. John, 1923 S. Utica; and Tulsa Regional Medical Center, 744 West 
9th St. Emergency transportation, police assistance, or other emergency assistance may be 
obtained by dialing 9-911. 

VI. SANCTIONS ON STUDENT EMPLOYEES

of age with liquor containing over 
3.2% alcohol
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Violations of this policy by students will be treated under the provisions of the University's Judicial 
Board and may lead to dismissal from the University. Violations of this policy by employees will 
be handled as described in The University of Tulsa's Drug-Free Workplace Policy statement with 
respect to drugs and under similar procedures with respect to alcohol violations. Various forms of 
discipline may be imposed, including, among others, suspension, required treatment programs, 
and termination of employment. 

VII. DESIGNATION OF COORDINATING COMMITTEE 

The Substance Abuse Committee, which was constituted under the Drug-Free Workplace Policy 
statement and is chaired by the Dean of Students, shall coordinate and implement this policy. The 
University will review this policy and program biennially to determine its effectiveness, to make 
needed changes, and to review the consistency of the policy's enforcement and the imposition of 
required sanctions. University employees or students are asked to cooperate with the committee. 

VIII. AVAILABILITY OF THIS POLICY 

This policy shall be distributed annually to each student and employee and shall be available for 
inspection by any student or employee and by any representative of the Secretary of Education. 

IX. EDUCATIONAL AND AWARENESS PROGRAMS 

The Substance Abuse Committee shall develop educational programs and materials with respect 
to drug and alcohol abuse that are consistent with University policies, budgets, and procedures. 

X. INTERPRETATION 

This policy shall be interpreted consistently with the Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act 
Amendments of 1989. 

  
9.  Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) 
  

  
 In addition to checking with the Office of Student Affairs for any revisions to this policy (or others 
published in this handbook), please be aware that all higher education institutions are subject to 
revisions in federal law and regulations. At the time of printing, Congress has approved amendments 
that will result in changes to reporting and confidentiality requirements affecting the current privacy 
rights of those students under age 21. These and other changes may take effect after the printing of 
this handbook. TU must and will act in compliance with federal requirements as they become effective, 
even if not always in conformity with the University's own statements, policies and codes as adopted 
and published. 
    The Congress of the United States, on August 21, 1974, enacted into law the Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act. This act sets out requirements of educational institutions designed to protect 
the privacy of students and their records. 
    Specifically, the act governs access to education records maintained by educational institutions and 
the release of information contained in such records. Copies of the law as recorded in the Federal 
Register may be reviewed in the Student Affairs Office. The following statements and policies govern 
the University's compliance with the provisions of the act. 
  
*Recently, new regulations were added to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 
1996 (HIPAA) regarding the privacy of health information.  These regulations are effective April 14, 
2003.  Although FERPA pre-empts the rules of HIPAA, there may be situations where HIPAA standards 

This handbook is not a contract.  It provides information and reproduces certain significant policies of the 
University.  Policies and interpretation by the administration are subject to change as circumstances warrant.  
Please check with the appropriate office for updates and current application of any policy.
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will require the relases of health information.  
  
I.  Students have the right to inspect and review the education records which pertain directly to themselves. 
Where such records include information on more than one student, each student shall be entitled to review or 
be informed only of that part which pertains to themselves. Students wishing to inspect and review their 
education records shall complete a "Request for Inspection and Review of Education Records Form" which 
may be secured in the Office of Student Affairs. Such requests shall be acted upon as expeditiously as 
possible but in no case in excess of 45 days after the request has been made. 
  
II. Students shall not have access to the following materials: 
 
A. Financial records of parents of the student or any information contained therein; 
  
B. Confidential letters or statements of recommendation which were placed in the education records prior to 
January 1,1975, if such letters or statements are not used for purposes other than those for which they were 
specifically intended. 
    If students file a waiver of their right to access, there shall not be made available to them confidential 
recommendations respecting admission to The University of Tulsa; respecting an application for employment 
with The University of Tulsa; respecting the receipt of an honor or honorary recognition at The University of 
Tulsa. 
    Students may secure a "Waiver of the Student's Right to Access Form" from the Office of Student Affairs. 
    A student or person applying for admission may waive his/her right of access to confidential statements 
described above, except that such waiver shall apply to recommendations only if: 1) the student is, upon 
request, notified of the names of all persons making confidential recommendations; and 2) such 
recommendations are used solely for the purpose for which they were specifically intended. Such waivers will 
not be required as a condition for admission to, receipt of financial aid from, or receipt of any other services or 
benefits from The University of Tulsa. 
 
C. Students are provided with an opportunity for a hearing to challenge the content of their education records 
for the purposes of correction or deletion of inaccurate, misleading or otherwise inappropriate data. It is 
suggested that where students find the content of their education records to be inaccurate, misleading, or 
otherwise inappropriate, that attempts be made to adjust the content of such records with the University 
administrator responsible for the keeping of those records. Where such arrangements for adjustment cannot be 
worked out to the satisfaction of the parties concerned, the student is entitled to a formal hearing of his/her 
complaint. 
  
D. The term "education records" means those records, files, documents, and other materials which contain 
information relating directly to a student and are maintained by the University or a person acting for the 
University. The term "education records" does not include: 
1. Records of instructional, supervisory, or administrative personnel and educational personnel ancillary thereto 
which are in the sole possession of and maker thereof and which are not accessible or revealed to any other 
person except a substitute; 
2. Records and documents of the University's Security Department which are kept apart and are maintained 
solely for law enforcement purposes and are not made available to persons other than law enforcement 
officials of the same jurisdiction; 
3. Records relating to persons who are employed by The University of Tulsa but who are not in attendance at 
the institution, such records being made and maintained in the normal course of business and relate 
exclusively to such person in that person's capacity as an employee and are not available for use for any other 
purpose. 
4. Records on a student which are made or maintained by a physician, psychologist, psychiatrist, or other 
registered professional or paraprofessional acting in their professional or paraprofessional capacity, or assisting 
in that capacity, and which are made, maintained, or used only in connection with the provision of treatment to 
the student, and are not available to anyone other than persons providing such treatment, except that such 
records can be personally reviewed by a physician or other appropriate professional of the student's choice. 
  
E. The University is entitled to release "directory information" which includes the following: the student's name, 
address, telephone listing, date and place of birth, major field of study, participation in officially recognized 
activities and sports, weight and height of members of athletic teams, dates of attendance, degrees and 
awards received, and the most recent previous educational agency or institution attended by the student.
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    The University may publish each year a student directory to include the student's name, local address, local 
telephone number, college of enrollment, and year of attendance. Students not wishing to be included in the 
directory may so indicate by completing a "Request to Withhold Student Directory Information Form" available 
in the Office of Student Affairs. 
 
F. The term "student" includes any person with respect to whom the University maintains education records or 
personally identifiable information but does not include a person who has not been in attendance at the 
University. 
 
G. The University of Tulsa will not permit the release of education records or personally identifiable information 
contained therein other than directory information to anyone without the written consent of the student except 
for the following: 
1. Other school officials, including teachers within the University who have been determined to have a 
legitimate educational interest; 
2. Officials of other schools in which the student seeks or intends to enroll, upon condition that the student be 
notified of the intent to furnish such information, receive a copy of the record if desired, and have an 
opportunity for a hearing to challenge the content of the record. 
3. Authorized representatives of: 
a. the Comptroller General of the United States 
b. the Secretary 
c. an administrative head of an education agency 
d. state educational authorities as provided by the law 
4. in connection with a student application for or receipt of financial aid 
5. state and local officials or authorities to whom such information is specifically required pursuant to state 
statutes adopted prior to November 19, 1974 
6. organizations conducting studies for or on behalf of educational agencies or institutions for the purpose of 
developing, validating, or strengthening predictive tests, administering student aid programs, and improving 
instruction, if such studies are conducted in such a manner as will not permit the personal identification of 
students by persons other than their representatives of such organizations and that such information will be 
destroyed when no longer needed for the purpose for which it was conducted 
7. accrediting organizations 
8. parents of such dependents, as defined in 26 U.S.C. 152; Subject to regulations of the secretary in 
connection with an emergency, appropriate persons if the knowledge of such information is necessary to 
protect the health and safety of the student or other persons. 
 
H. The University will not provide access to any personally identifiable information in education records other 
than directory information or as permitted above unless: 
    1. There is written consent from the student specifying records to be released, the reasons for such release 
and to whom, and with a copy of the records to be released to the student, or 
    2. Such information is furnished in compliance with a judicial order, or pursuant to any lawfully issued 
subpoena upon condition that the student is notified of all such orders or subpoenas in advance of the 
compliance therewith by the University. 
  
I. Nothing contained in this act shall preclude authorized representatives of (1) the Comptroller General of the 
United States, (2) the Secretary, (3) an administrative head of an education agency, or (4) State educational 
authorities from having access to student or other records which may be necessary in connection with the audit 
and evaluation of federally supported education programs, or in connection with the enforcement of the federal 
legal requirements which relate to such programs; provided, that except when collection of personally 
identifiable information is specifically authorized by federal law, any data collected by such officials shall be 
protected in a manner which will not permit the personal identification of students and their parents by other 
than those officials, and such personally identifiable data shall be destroyed when no longer needed for such 
audit, evaluation, and enforcement of federal legal requirements. 
 
J. The various University offices listed below in this statement maintain a record, kept with the education 
records of each student, which will indicate all individuals (other than those previously specified in these 
statements), agencies, or organizations which have requested or obtained access to a student's education 
records maintained by the University and which will indicate specifically the legitimate interest that each such 
person, agency, or organization has in obtaining this information. Such record of access shall be available only 
to students, to the University official and his assistants who are responsible for the custody of such records 
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and to persons or organizations authorized in, and under the conditions previously specified in these 
statements as a means of auditing the operation of the system. With respect to this paragraph, personal 
information shall be transferred only to a third party on the condition that such party will not permit any other 
party to have access to such information without the written consent of the student. 
 
K. The University will release to University faculty members who are bona fide faculty advisors to honorary 
societies or organizations such information as may be necessary in the selection process for members in such 
organizations. Such information may include that listed under the definition of "directory information" in addition 
to the student's cumulative grade point average. 
Faculty members wishing such information must complete a Confidential Information Request form available in 
the Office of Student Affairs. Such information will be released on the signature of the faculty member with the 
understanding that such information will be utilized only for the stated purpose and not to be divulged to third 
parties and that such information will be destroyed when no longer needed. 
 
L. For purposes of this Act, whenever a student has attained 18 years of age, or is attending an institution of 
post secondary education, the permission or consent required of and the rights accorded to the parents of the 
student shall thereafter only be required of and accorded to the student. 
 
M. The University offices which maintain "education records" and a brief listing of data kept by each office 
follows: 
1. Academic Deans (Offices of), Advising Offices: Grades earned, record of student's progress toward meeting 
degree requirements, correspondence relating to academic records and degree requirements, records of 
academic dismissals, correspondence relating to academic dishonesty. 
2. Admissions Office: Application forms, secondary school transcript, college transcript (if a transfer student), 
admissions tests scores, letters of recommendation, when student is admitted and enrolled these records are 
forwarded to the Registrar's Office. 
3. Alexander Health Center: Health history form, medical records completed by physician and health center 
nurses. 
4. Business Office: Tuition accounts, student loan accounts, student scholarship accounts, student employee 
payroll records. 
5. Career Planning and Placement: Information provided by the student such as data sheet, course sheet or 
transcript, letters of recommendation, and résumé. 
6. Counseling Center: Test scores, records of counseling interviews. 
7. Housing Office: Student housing records. 
8. International Student Services: Personal data as provided by international students, and immigration records 
as provided by international students. 

9. Registration and Records: Grades earned, records of academic dismissals, classes completed, changes in 
registration, application for admission, admissions test scores, high school transcript, letters of recommendation 

for admission, records pertaining to veteran's status.
10. Security Office: Automobile registrations, parking violations. 
11. Office of Student Affairs: Records of membership in fraternities and sororities, student conduct records. 
12. Student Financial Services: Applications for loans, scholarships, and grants; action taken on applications; 
letters of recommendation regarding applications. 
  
    The above list is not intended to be exhaustive and some records will be accessible to the student while 
others will not. The above paragraphs should provide some outlines in determining which records are 
accessible to the student. Students, faculty, administrators, and others having questions pertaining to this point 
or any other matter dealing with this Act are referred to the Dean of Students. 
    FERPA Section 99.31 (a) (13) which implements 20 U.S.C. 1342g (b) (6) of the statute now "allow 
institutions of post-secondary education to disclose the results of a disciplinary proceeding conducted by the 
institution against an alleged perpetrator of a crime of violence to the alleged victim of that crime without the 
prior written consent of the alleged perpetrator." A crime of violence is defined as "(a) an offense that has an 
element of use, attempted use, or threatened use of physical force against the person or property of another, 
or (b) any other offense that is a felony and that, by its nature, involves a substantial risk that physical force 
against that person or property of another may be used in the course of committing the offense." 
  

10.  NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES (HIPAA) 
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THIS NOTICE DESCRIBES HOW MEDICAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU MAY BE USED AND DISCLOSED 
AND HOW YOU CAN GET ACCESS TO THIS INFORMATION.  PLEASE REVIEW IT CAREFULLY 

There are two federal laws that protect the privacy of health information.  These are the Family 
Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act (HIPAA). 

For students of The University of Tulsa (TU), the applicable federal privacy regulations are found in 
FERPA.  However, it is our goal to comply with the standards o HIPAA.  
 
For all other individuals, the applicable federal privacy regulations are found in HIPAA. 

We are committed to protecting your medical information under HIPAA. 
 
Under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), we are required by 
law to: 
 
    *    Maintain the privacy of your medical information 
    *    Give you a Notice of our legal duties and privacy practices with respect to your medical 
information; and 
    *    Follow the terms of the Notice currently in effect. 
 
We reserve the right to change our practices and to make the new provisions effective for all protected 
health information  we maintain.  Any change we make to our privacy practices will be made available 
to you. 

YOUR RIGHTS REGARDING YOUR PERSONAL HEALTH INFORMATION (PHI)  

Although your health information is the physical property of the University of Tulsa , the information 
belongs to you.  The following describes your rights: 

1. You may request a restriction to the use and disclosure of your Personal Health Information for 
circumstances involving treatment, payment or healthcare operations.  You may also restrict 
disclosure of any part of your PHI to family members or individuals involved in your care.  Those 
restrictions must be in writing and specific.  However, these restrictions may not be appropriate.  
(See Examples of Disclosures for Treatment, Payment and Healthcare Operations).  

2. You have the right to see and request a copy of your PHI.  This request must be in writing and we 
do reserve the right to charge the the copy request.  There may be circumstances in which we are 
not required to comply with your request.  If such circumstance should arise, we will provide you, 
in writing, an explanation.  

3. You have the right to amend your PHI.  If you believe that there is a mistake or missing 
information in our record of your PHI,  you may request, in writing, that we correct or add to the 
record.  We will respond within 60 days of receiving your request.  We may deny the request if 
we determine that the PHI is (i) correct and completed; (ii) not created by us and/or not part of our 
records, or, (iii) not permitted to be disclosed.  

4. You have the right to a listing of disclosures we have made.  As stated, FERPA is the primary 
federal law with respect to student health records.  However, there may be incidents where 
disclosures of your PHI are required by law.  See Special Circumstances for Disclosures of PHI. 
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5. You have the right to receive a copy of this Notice.  This Notice will also be available at 
www.utulsa.edu/alexhealth. 

FILING A COMPLAINT  

We are required to place in the Notice, contact information for filing a complaint if you feel that your 
privacy rights have been violated.   Please contact: 

            HIPAA Privacy Officer 
            Office of the General Counsel 
            The University of Tulsa 
            600 S. College 
            Tulsa , OK 74104 
            918-631-2306 

            Secretary of Health and Human Services 
            200 Independence Avenue SW 
            Washington , D.C. 20201 
            1-877-696-6775 

To file a complaint with the Secretary of Health and Human Services, you must do so within 180 days 
of the date on which that action that caused concern happened.  

There will be no punishment or penalty for filing a complaint. 

The effective date for this Notice is April 14, 2003 . 
 
EXAMPLES OF DISCLOSURES FOR TREATMENT, PAYMENT AND HEALTH 
OPERATIONS  

1. Providing health care treatment to you – We will use your health information for diagnosis and 
treatment.  For example, information obtained by a nurse, physician assistant, physician or other 
member of the healthcare team will be recorded in your record and used to determine the course 
of treatment that would work best for you.   

2.  To obtain payment for services – There are some services provided in our organization through 
contacts with business associates.  Examples include physician services and laboratory services.  
When these services are contracted, we may disclose your health information to our business 
associate so that they can perform the job we have asked them to do.  To protect your health 
information, however, we require the business associate to appropriately safeguard your 
information.    

3. Performance of health care operations – Health care operations are those functions that include 
utilization review, receiving and responding to complaints, compliance programs, audits, etc.  

4. When required by law – For example, the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services may 
want to audit our records to ensure HIPAA is being invoked.  

5.  Individuals Involved With Your Care – We will only communicate with family if we have a 
signed release from you authorizing the communication that has been executed in compliance 
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with FERPA  or if is it a life threatening medical condition.  

6. Appointment Reminders – Unless you provide us with alternative instructions, we may send 
appointment reminders and other similar materials to your home, or notify you of appointments by 
phone.  

EXAMPLES OF SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES FOR DISCLOSURES OF PHI WITHOUT 
YOUR AUTHORIZATION  

There may be special circumstances that require us to use and disclose your protected health 
information.  Those circumstances may include some or all of the following:  

1. Public health activities – The use and disclosure of PHI for public health activities and purposes to 
a public health authority that is permitted by law to collect or receive the information.  The 
disclosure will be made for the purpose of controlling disease, injury, or disability.  We may also 
disclose PHI if so directed by the Public Health Authority.  For example, it is required by 
Oklahoma State law to report any positive lab reports on patients who are infected with the 
sexually transmitted infections of Chlamydia, gonorrhea, and HIV.  There are other infectious 
diseases that require reporting and examples of those would be Hepatitis A, Meningitis, E-coli, 
and Salmonella.  

2.  Any incident relating to abuse, neglect or domestic violence – The use and disclosure of PHI to a 
public health authority that is authorized by law to receive reports of child abuse or neglect.  We 
may also disclose PHI if we believe you have been a victim of abuse, neglect or domestic violence 
to the governmental agency authorized to receive such information.  

3.  Health oversight activities – Use and disclosure of PHI to a public health authority for activities 
authorized by law, such as audits, investigations, and inspections.  These oversight agencies 
would include government agencies that oversee the healthcare system, government benefit 
programs, or other government regulatory programs, and civil rights laws.  

4.  For judicial and administrative proceedings – The use and disclosure of PHI to any judicial or 
administrative proceeding, in response to an order of a court or administrative tribunal, and in 
certain conditions, a subpoena, discovery request or other lawful process.  

5.  For law enforcement purposes – The use and disclosure of PHI, so long as applicable legal 
requirements are met.  Law enforcement purposes are legal processes required by law; limited 
information requests for identification and location purposes; issues pertaining to victims of a 
crime, and suspicion that death has occurred as a result of criminal conduct.  

6.  For purposes relating to decedents – The use and disclosure of PHI to a coroner or medical 
examiner for identification purposes, determining cause of death or for the coroner or medical 
examiner to perform other duties authorized by law.  

7.  For purposes of organ, eye or tissue donation – The use and disclosure of PHI for recipients of 
your organs.  

8.  To avert a serious threat of health safety – For example, outbreaks of communicable diseases 
such as smallpox, SARS, etc.  
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9.  For specialized government functions – Specialized government functions could involve 
authorized federal officials who are conducting national security and intelligence activities.  

10.  For purposes relating to correctional institutions and in other law enforcement custodial situations
– The use and disclosure of PHI if you are an inmate of a correctional facility and your physician 
created or received PHI in the course of providing care to you.  

11.  Individual use and disclosure – The use and disclosure of PHI to you and when required by the 
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services to investigate or determine our 
compliance with HIPAA  

11.  Fire, Security, and Emergency Telephone Equipment 
    Fire-fighting, security, and emergency telephone equipment is placed throughout the campus. Tampering 
with or removing alarms, fire hoses, extinguishers, security doors, lighting, smoke detectors, telephones, or any 
other devices or facilities installed for fire, safety, or security purposes is prohibited. Violation of this policy will 
result in disciplinary and/or legal action. 
  
12.  Firearms, Air Rifles, Weapons, Explosives, and Fireworks 
    These items (including knives with blades longer than four inches) are not permitted in any University 
building, on the campus, or stored in vehicles parked on the campus. Students living in University-supervised 
housing who wish to bring firearms to the campus must register them with the security department and turn 
them over for storage upon arrival. Violation of this policy will result in disciplinary action. The Residence Hall 
Association also has imposed significant financial penalties for possession of these items in housing.  Refer to 
"Concealed Weapons" in this section for further details. 
   
13.  Hazing Policy 
    Hazing in any form is prohibited and constitutes a violation of Title 21 Oklahoma Statutes section 1190. 
Responsibility for enforcement of this regulation rests with the officers and members of the respective student 
organizations. Violation of this policy will result in disciplinary action for the responsible individuals, 
organizations, and organizational officers as well as exposure to the monetary and incarceration penalties as 
provided under the law. Definitions and examples of hazing, contained in Title 21 Oklahoma Statute section 
1190, are as follows: 

I. No student organization or any person associated with any organization sanctioned or 
authorized by the governing board of any public or private school or institution of higher education 
in this state shall engage or participate in hazing. 
 
II. Any hazing activity described in subsection F of this section upon which the initiation or 
admission into or affiliation with an organization sanctioned or authorized by a public or private 
school or by any institution of higher education in this state is directly or indirectly conditioned 
shall be presumed to be a forced activity, even if the student willingly participates in such activity. 
 
III. A copy of the policy or the rules and regulations of the public or private school or institution of 
higher education which prohibits hazing shall be given to each student enrolled in the school or 
institution and shall be deemed to be part of the bylaws of all organizations operating at the 
public school or the institution of higher education. 
 
IV. Any organization sanctioned or authorized by the governing board of a public or private school 
or of an institution of higher education in this state which violates subsection A of this section, 
upon conviction, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and may be punishable by a fine of not more 
than one thousand five hundred dollars ($1,500.00) and the forfeit for a period of not less than 
one (1) year of all the rights and privileges of being an organization organized or operating at the 
public or private school or at the institution of higher education. 
 
V. Any individual convicted of violating the provisions of subsection A of this section shall be 
guilty of a misdemeanor that may be punishable by imprisonment not to exceed ninety (90) days 
in the county jail, or by the imposition of a fine not to exceed five hundred dollars ($500.00), or by 
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both such imprisonment and fine. 

        VI. For purposes of this section: 

A. "Hazing" means an activity that recklessly or intentionally endangers the mental health or 
physical health or safety of a student for the purpose of initiation or admission into or affiliation 
with any organization operating subject to the sanction of the public or private school or of any 
institution of higher education in this state. 
B. "Endanger the physical health" shall include but not be limited to any brutality of a physical 
nature, such as whipping, beating, branding, forced calisthenics, exposure to the elements, forced 
consumption of any food, alcoholic beverage as defined in Section 506 of Title 37 of the 
Oklahoma Statutes, non-intoxicating beverage as defined in Section 163.2 of Title 37 of the 
Oklahoma Statutes, drug, controlled dangerous substance, or other substance, or any other 
forced physical activity which could adversely affect the physical health or safety of the individual. 
C. "Endanger the mental health" shall include any activity, except those activities authorized by 
law, which would subject the individual to extreme mental stress, such as prolonged sleep 
deprivation, forced prolonged exclusion from social contact, forced conduct which could result in 
extreme embarrassment, or any other forced activity which could adversely affect the mental 
health or dignity of the individual.  
 
This act became effective July 1, 1990. It being immediately necessary for the preservation of the 
public peace, health, and safety, an emergency is hereby declared to exist, by reason whereof 
this act shall take effect and be in full force from and after its passage and approval. 

14.  Health Risks and Counseling Services 
    Students risk serious health and safety problems when there is use or abuse of alcohol and drugs. Students 
experiencing these problems may seek assistance through the Counseling and Psychological Services Offices 
located in the Alexander Health Center. Such assistance is strictly confidential. Additionally, there are many 
community agencies that students may use. 
  
15.  Identification Cards and Hurricane Gold Account Policies 
    The ID/Parking Center in Twin Towers issues identification cards to all students and University employees. 
The cards are required for admission to and checking books out of the libraries, entry to residence halls, labs, 
and selected classrooms, and identification at campus business offices and campus activities. Whenever 
students are on University property or at University events, they must carry their TU Student Identification 
Cards and should be prepared to present the ID card to University officials to verify their identity. For this and 
other reasons, ID cards should not be lent to anyone at any time. Disciplinary action will be taken against 
students fraudulently using another's card and against the owner if the fraudulent use for the card was 
permitted by the owner. 
    The debit account feature (called "Hurricane Gold") of the ID card allows students to use their card for 
purchases at all dining locations, at the bookstore, in vending and laundry machines, and in copiers. More 
applications for use of the Hurricane Gold account are being identified each semester. This debit feature 
reduces the need to carry or keep cash on hand, greatly enhancing safety for all. Hurricane Gold is easy to 
buy. Simply set an amount ($25 or more) and prepay it on your account at the ID/Parking Center, located in 
Twin Towers Hall; the Dining Services Office, located in the Administrative Offices on the second floor of Allen 
Chapman Activity Center; or the Business Office in McClure Hall. Smaller dollar increments can be added to 
your account through the (DART) automated terminal in McFarlin Library, College of Law, and Allen Chapman 
Activity Center. Purchases will be deducted from this amount as they are made upon presentation of your ID 
card. When you reach your Gold limit, purchase more. Remaining balances are fully refundable at the end of 
the Spring semester. Hurricane Gold is not a credit card or checking account. The account will be a non-
interest bearing convenience account. Banking regulations and University policy prohibit cash withdrawal during 
the academic year. Any request for withdrawal of funds must be presented in writing. 
    If you lose your ID card, especially when there is money on the "Hurricane Gold" account, notify the 
ID/Parking Center immediately. You will be responsible for all transactions made by you, or by anyone else 
who uses your card, even if lost. However, to minimize loss, a $20 per day spending limit has been 
established via the computer for all vending locations. The ID/Parking Center can instantly change the account 
number, and, thus, protect the account from unauthorized use. Additionally, the ID/Parking Center will issue 
replacement ID cards (there is a charge for this service). 
    If an ID card is discovered missing after normal business hours when the ID/ Parking Center is closed, 
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please report the missing card to any Hurricane Gold location with a cash register. These locations, like the 
Hut or Twin Towers Cafeteria, can "lock-out" use of your missing ID card. Then, when the ID/Parking Center 
reopens, the account number can be changed and the account reactivated. If this is not convenient, leave a 
message on the voice mail (AUDIX) at the ID/Parking Center. Invalidation of the card will occur on the morning 
of the next business day. The University of Tulsa is not responsible for cash balances of lost cards. The 
charge for replacement cards is $10. 
    If you have money in your Hurricane Gold account at the end of the academic term, it will be carried over 
into the upcoming academic term's balance. You may request a refund of any balance remaining in your 
account at academic year end, if you prefer. 
    If you fail to request a refund of any balance remaining in your account for a period of six (6) months after 
you graduate or withdraw from the University, the balance may be deemed abandoned property, in which case 
the balance will be remitted to the University, or you may choose to contribute any balance in your account to 
the Annual Fund designated for University scholarships. 
  
16.  Outdoor Amplified Music 
    The University of Tulsa is located in an area of the city in which there are many private residences. 
Students and student organizations are reminded of the importance of respecting the rights of our neighbors to 
have a tranquil environment. Therefore, amplified music out of doors must be held to a reasonable volume 
level. By city of Tulsa ordinance, amplified music is prohibited Sunday through Thursday evenings after 10:00 
p.m. and Friday and Saturday evenings after 11:00 p.m. 
  
17.  Parking Permits 
    All students, staff, and faculty members must register motor vehicles that will be parked on University 
parking lots. Parking permits and copies of parking regulations should be obtained from the ID/Parking Center 
located in Twin Towers Hall. Authorization for special apartment parking permits must be secured from the 
Apartment Coordinator, located in the Management Office in university Square, prior to purchasing the permit 
from the ID/Parking Center. 
  
18.  Personal Access Codes 
    Personal Access Code (PAC) are also known as Personal Billing Numbers (PBN) are issued for the 
purpose of making long distance telephone calls via the University telephone system are intended for the sole 
use of the student or other person to whom the number is issued. Therefore, each student is financially 
responsible for the long distance telephone calls made using his or her PBN number. Students who use a PBN
number that was not specifically issued to them are subject to University disciplinary procedures.  Visit campus 
connection at http://cc.utulsa.edu to apply for a PBN online. 
  
19.  Public Disturbances 
    The University recognizes that students have the rights and privileges granted to all citizens in the Bill of 
Rights - specifically freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, and freedom of dissent. The University will not, 
however, condone the abuse of these rights if they interfere with the University's functioning as a free 
academic institution or with the rights of the members of the University's academic community.  
    On the occasion of the clear and present danger to life, limb, or property of members of this community, the 
University has the responsibility to act reasonably toward the alleviation of that danger. 
  
20.  Registering and Cleanup for Student Gatherings 
    In accordance with The University of Tulsa statement on student rights, freedoms, and responsibilities, 
students may conduct activities and programs that are expressions of their opinions, viewpoints, and beliefs, or 
for the entertainment of themselves and their guests. Such activities and programs, for the sake of the orderly 
management of the University, are to be scheduled through the Dean of Students Office, or if they are to be 
held in the Allen Chapman Activity Center, through the Administrative Office of ACAC. The sponsoring 
organization is responsible for returning the reserved location to its original condition and removing all items 
brought to the location, or they are responsible for making specific arrangements with appropriate University 
personnel to do so. For such a service, there may be a charge. 
  
21.  Religious Expression 
    Students are entitled to the freedom to express their religious views. University student groups with a 
religious orientation wishing to express their views as a group or to have a religious ceremony on campus must 
schedule these events through the Office of the Chaplain or the Dean of Students' office. 
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    Non-University religious organizations wishing to represent their views on campus may do so only in the 
Allen Chapman Activity Center or in the lobby of Twin Towers following registration through the Dean of 
Students office. A registration fee is required when the Allen Chapman Activity Center is used. These 
organizations will be assigned to a specific location and provided with a table. Literature may be distributed 
only from the table. Representatives of the organization must remain at the table in conducting their business. 
Sound amplification devices may not be used. 
  
22.  Residence Hall Visitation 
    Maximum visitation hours in each living facility have been established by a student referendum and 
approved by the administration. Individual hall governments may change these hours within the approved limits 
by hall referendums conducted during the fall semester each year. All visitors must be accompanied by escorts 
in the living areas of the halls. Escorts are not required in the main lobby or established public areas of the 
halls. Specific visitation hours for each residence hall are listed in The Guide to Living on Campus . 
    Fraternity and sorority organizations also establish specified visitation hours within these time frames. 
  
  
23.  Sexual Assault Policy Protecting Students 
    

  
I. INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT 
    Sexual assault is a vicious and totally intolerable act. It is an intrusion into the most personal and private 
rights of another person. It violates all the standards that The University of Tulsa holds for its students. 
Therefore, the University will take decisive disciplinary action against any student found responsible for such 
acts on campus and off campus. The University of Tulsa respects the privacy of consensual relationships 
among its students and does not intend to become intrusive in these relationships. However, if these 
relationships should become sexually abusive or if a student is involved in an unwanted or non-consensual 
sexual act, then the University will assist the student who presents him/herself as a victim as necessary and 
make available its judicial system to hear a complaint against an alleged perpetrator. Furthermore, these acts 
may constitute violations of other University policies and regulations which may require additional proceedings. 
Complaints against non-student alleged perpetrators who are employed by the University may also be filed 
under the appropriate faculty of staff conduct policy. 
    Students are advised that some acts of sexual assault may constitute a violation of Oklahoma statutes. 
Therefore, students may wish to pursue this matter through the state civil and criminal systems as well as 
through the University.  
    Sexual assault includes a variety of acts ranging from uninvited and unwanted sexual touching to forced 
intercourse. Sexual assault may occur when any such act is committed without consent. It can occur between 
persons in dating, previously non-sexual, or sexual relationships; it can also occur between person of the same 
sex. Persons engaging in these behaviors, with either a stranger or friend, may be charged with and 
prosecuted for sexual assault under this policy or state law. 
    An allegation of sexual assault is very serious. The reputation of both the victim and the accused within the 
University community, possible legal action, and many other issues are at stake. Therefore, a knowingly false 
complaint will be viewed as a breach of the Student Code of Conduct and may result in a formal complaint 
against the student who complains falsely. 
  
II. DEFINITIONS 

A. Consent - Consent is defined as a clear expression of assent to a sexual act. Consenting 
persons must act freely and, voluntarily and have knowledge of the act or transaction involved. 
Consent will not be implied by silence, mere passivity, from a state of intoxication or 
unconsciousness. Lack of consent is implied if there is a threat of violence, if violence is in fact 
used, or if the accused has taken advantage of a position of influence which that person has over 
the victim. 
B. Sexual Assault - Sexual Assault is defined as a sexual act committed upon a non-consenting 
person. Sexual Assault is any of the following behaviors:

This handbook is not a contract.  It provides information and reproduces certain significant policies of the 
University.  Policies and interpretation by the administration are subject to change as circumstances warrant.  
Please check with the appropriate office for updates and current application of any policy.
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1. Forcible Sexual Offense: Involvement without consent (see #1 above) in any sexual act in 
which there is force, expressed or implied, or use of duress or deception upon the victim. This 
may include, but is not limited to rape, sexual penetration, sodomy, or an other act as defined in 
this policy. This may also include forced penetration by a foreign object (including a finger).  
Note: For the purposes of this policy, it is emphasized that forced sexual intercourse is defined as 
rape and includes the terms commonly referred to as "date rape" or "acquaintance rape." 
2. Non-forcible Sexual Offense: Involvement without consent (see #1 above) in any sexual act 
when the victim is incapacitated by drugs, alcohol, mental deficiency, or another disability.  
Note: For the purposes of this policy, it is emphasized that: Being under the influence of alcohol 
or other drugs on the part of the accused shall not diminish the responsibility for sexual assault. 
3. Non-consensual Sexual Contact: Any intentional touching of an unwilling person's intimate 
parts (defined as genitalia, groin, breast, buttocks, anus, or clothing covering them). 
4. Sexual-related Offenses: Offensive behavior that is sexually motivated and directed at or 
involves another person, including, but not limited to, indecent exposure, voyeurism, and sexual 
harassment. 

III. REPORTING SEXUAL ASSAULTS TO CALL RAPE AND A UNIVERSITY PRIMARY CONTACT PERSON 
    Victims of sexual assault are encouraged to have a medical examination and to contact one of the 
resources listed below for support. Victims of sexual assault also are encouraged to report sexual assault 
incidents to Campus Security, and to do so immediately. The opportunity to work effectively with victims 
diminishes with time. Victims are advised to telephone Call Rape as soon as feasible, 744-7273 (744-RAPE) 
and request the Call Rape counselor to give specific instructions as to action to be taken. At the first 
opportunity during the University's regular business hours, sexual assault victims are encouraged to telephone 
or visit one of the TU Primary Contacts. The Primary Contact will be knowledgeable about the resources, 
services, and options available to survivors of sexual assault and will be prepared to guide the victim in 
accessing those resources and services. The Primary Contact will be a source of support and help and with 
the victim will explore the various options available and ensure the victim is provided the information necessary 
to make informed decisions. 
    A sexual assault victim prior to notifying a Primary Contact, may elect to seek immediate medical 
assistance, usually by visiting the emergency room of a hospital. If this is done, then the procedures listed 
above should be followed as soon as possible thereafter.  
    Before a victim seeks medical services, the following precautions are advised: 
A. Don't bathe or douche. 
B. Try not to urinate. 
C. Especially if oral contact took place, do not drink, smoke, eat, or brush teeth. 
D. If clothes are changed, place them in a paper bag (plastic destroys evidence).  
    Since it is important to check for internal or other injuries and sexually transmitted diseases, victims who 
decide not to go to an emergency room are advised to seek attention from a private physician or the Alexander 
Health Center. 
  
IV. COURSES OF ACTION 
Following initial medical procedures and attention to the emotional well-being of a victim, the Primary Contact 
will review with victims appropriate University services and legal remedies. These are: 

A. Follow-up Medical Assistance 
 It may be necessary for subsequent medical services through Alexander Health Center, an 
emergency room, or a private physician. The Primary Contact will be in the best position to 
monitor the situation and inform the victim accordingly. 
  
B. Counseling and Psychological Services  
The staff of the Counseling and Psychological Services Center is prepared to assist sexual 
assault victims in dealing with the emotional aftermath of such an experience. Victims can discuss 
their concerns in an atmosphere of privacy and confidentiality to the extent allowed by the law. 
Off-campus counseling resources also may be considered. 
  
C. Filing a University Complaint  
Sexual assault constitutes a violation of University policy. By filing a complaint with the 
Dean/Associate Dean of Students, victims will have their complaints investigated by the Dean of 
Students. If the Dean finds there is good reason to proceed, the complaint will be processed 
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under the provisions of the University Judicial Board (UJB). Processing may take the form of a 
hearing before the UJB, or the victim may choose to have the complaint heard by the 
Dean/Associate Dean of Students. Every effort will be made to have the matter remain 
confidential, but confidentiality cannot be guaranteed once the accused has been informed of the 
complaint. If the victim of sexual assault is a student but the alleged perpetrator is not a TU 
student or employee, the Dean/Associate Dean of Students will provide the victim support and 
guidance through the civil or criminal complaint process. The University resources are available to 
victims of sexual assault regardless of the status of the alleged perpetrator, including assistance 
in pursuing an internal complaint process where the alleged perpetrator is not a student but is 
employed by TU.  
 
Note: The conduct of students enrolled in the College of Law is governed by the College's 
Student Conduct Code and an alleged perpetrator may be subject to a hearing and sanctions 
imposed under that code as well as the University Judicial Board. Students who are under the 
jurisdiction of organizations with their own judicial bodies may also be subject to a hearing and 
sanctions under those bodies.  During the UJB hearing or with the hearing officer, special 
measures will be taken to protect the victim from having to confront the accused when the person
(s) conducting the hearing determines that such is in the best interest of the complaining party. 
Where there is the chance that sanctions could be imposed, due process considerations will be 
respected. The past sexual history of the complainant and alleged perpetrator will be deemed 
irrelevant to the hearing process except as that history may relate directly to the incident being 
heard. 
  
D. The University, where possible, and for the welfare of the victim, will make adjustments in such 
things as housing assignment and enrollment. 
  
E. While there is no time limit for filing a complaint with the Dean/Associate Dean of Students, the 
University retains jurisdiction over individuals only so long as they remain enrolled or employed by 
the University. 
  
F. As long as sexual assault victims remain enrolled as TU students, there is no time limitation for 
victims to report complaints and receive services from the University. 
  
G. Criminal and Civil Procedures  
Certain forms of sexual assault may be a violation of the statutes of the State of Oklahoma. 
Victims, therefore, may have certain legal rights with regard to criminal and civil action. Again, the 
Primary Contact will have pertinent information regarding the rights of victims, but will not be 
providing legal advice. They will assist victims in their contacts with the police department and the 
district attorney. Victims may wish to consult the attorney on retainer with the Student Association 
where the initial session is without charge. These procedures can often be complex, puzzling, and 
time-consuming. Thus, the assistance of a Primary Contact is deemed essential. 

V. SEXUAL ASSAULT PREVENTION AND EDUCATION 
    Students are urged to take responsibility for their relationships and guard against sexual assault. Further, 
students must be aware of their surroundings both on campus and off campus and take precautions that will 
diminish the likelihood of a personal attack. The University provides numerous educational means by which 
students can be informed on these issues. Also, students are urged to practice risk reduction behaviors. 
    The entire University community must be alerted to and conscious of sexual assault and the impact this 
offense has upon victims and the University environment at large. Educational programs are an essential part 
of prevention. Names of TU personnel who have agreed to serve as Primary Contacts will be posted 
prominently around campus and will be on file with Campus Security and other University Offices. Brochures 
dealing with prevention will be readily available to all students. Students new to the University are urged to 
participate in a program on sexual assault and risk reduction behavior while attending the new student 
orientation program. All student organizations are encouraged to develop their own educational programs to be 
presented to their members. The University offers a broad range of consultants and presenters who will be 
prepared to assist organizations in the design and delivery of their programs. Students are referred to the Dean
of Students for assistance in this area. 
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24.  Sexual Harassment Policy and Grievance Procedure 
    

Policy Effective Date: September 5, 2001 

Purpose 
The University of Tulsa is committed to fostering an employment and educational environment in which students, 
faculty, staff and guests are free from sexual harassment. The purpose of this policy is to protect university 
employees and students against unsolicited and unwelcome sexual overtures or conduct, whether physical, 
verbal, or visual. This policy may not be used to infringe upon academic freedom. 
 
Students, faculty, staff, and guests must be aware of the need for freedom of inquiry and openness of discussion 
in its educational and research programs, and must strive to create and maintain an atmosphere of intellectual 
seriousness and mutual tolerance in which these essential features of academic life can thrive.  No university can 
or should guarantee that every idea expressed in its classrooms or laboratories will be inoffensive to all; pursued 
seriously, education and scholarship necessarily entail raising questions about received opinions and 
conventional interpretations.  The University of Tulsa does guarantee, however, that credible accusations of 
inappropriate sexual remarks or actions will be investigated promptly, thoroughly, and fairly. 

Who is Covered 
This policy covers all full-time, part-time, temporary faculty members, administrative/professional and hourly 
employees, and students at all times and places in any connection with this institution. This policy shall be applied 
and interpreted in conjunction with The Statement on Academic Freedom, Responsibility and Tenure for TU 
Faculty, The University Judicial Board Articles and Procedures for TU students, and The University Policies and 
Procedures Manual for non-faculty employees. 

Administration 
The University of Tulsa believes that appropriate University officers should be designated to handle allegations of 
sexual harassment.             
  

A. For complaints by students against other students or visitors, that officer is the Dean of Students or his or 
her designate in the Office of Student Affairs. 
  

B. For complaints against students by staff or by students against staff, the appropriate officers are either the 
Dean of Students or his or her designate in the Office of Student Affairs or the Director of Personnel or his 
or her designate in the Office of Personnel Services. 
  

C. For complaints by a faculty member, staff or student against a visitor, the appropriate officers are either the 
Director of Personnel or his or her designate in the Office of Personnel Services or the Provost or his or her 
designate in the Office of the Provost. 
  

D. For complaints by staff against faculty, the appropriate officers are either the Director of Personnel or his or 
her designate in the Office of Personnel or his or her designate in the Office of Personnel Services or the 
Provost or his or her designate in the Office of the Provost. 
  

E. For complaints by a student against a faculty member or by one faculty member against another faculty 
member, or by a visitor against a faculty member, the appropriate officer is the Provost or his or her 
designate in the Office of the Provost. 

This handbook is not a contract.  It provides information and reproduces certain significant policies of the 
University.  Policies and interpretation by the administration are subject to change as circumstances warrant.  
Please check with the appropriate office for updates and current application of any policy.
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F. For complaints by a faculty member against a student, the appropriate officer is the Provost or his or her 
designate in the Office of the Provost or the Dean of Students or his or designate in the Office of Student 
Affairs. 
  

G. For complaints by a faculty member against staff, the appropriate officer is the Provost or his or her 
designate in the Office of the Provost or the Director of Personnel or his or her designate in the Office of 
Personnel Services. 

Policy 
Sexual harassment is prohibited at The University of Tulsa. While sexual harassment most often takes place in 
situations with a power differential between the persons involved, the University  also recognizes that sexual 
harassment may occur between persons of the same University status. 
 
Such conduct may also constitute violations of criminal and civil laws of the State of Oklahoma and the United 
States, and the accused may be charged by appropriate external agencies. Further, such conduct may also 
constitute violations of the Sexual Assault Policy protecting students. 
 
The sexual harassment of University of Tulsa faculty, staff and students by non-university employees and guests 
doing business or providing services on campus (for example, contractors, vendors, delivery persons) is also 
prohibited by this policy. Incidents of sexual harassment involving visitors should be reported directly to the 
appropriate University officer.  During non-business hours, sexual harassment complaints may be reported to 
Campus Security who will then refer the complaint to the appropriate University officer for review and action. 
 
The University of Tulsa will take appropriate actions are within its power to prevent, correct and discipline 
behavior that violates this policy.          

A. Definition of Sexual Harassment 

Sexual harassment is defined by law, and generally includes any unwanted or unsolicited sexual gesture, physical 
contact, or statement which, when viewed from the perspective of a reasonable person similarly situated, is 
offensive, threatening, humiliating, or interferes with a person's ability to perform his or her job, educational 
pursuit, or participation in campus life. 

B.  Prohibited Acts           

For the purpose of this policy, sexual harassment may take many forms – subtle or indirect, or blatant and overt. It 
may consist of repeated actions or may even arise from a single incident if sufficiently extreme. In assessing 
whether a particular act or acts constitute sexual harassment under this policy, the standard shall be the 
perspective of a reasonable person similarly situated.  

Sexual harassment includes any behavior of a sexual nature where: 

1. Submission to such conduct is made, either explicitly or implicitly, a term or condition of an individual's 
employment or participation in a University-sponsored educational program or activity.  

2. Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis for academic or 
employment decisions affecting that individual. 

3. Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual's academic or work 
performance or of creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working or educational environment. 

Some examples of sexual harassment include, but are not limited to: 
    a. unconsented or unwelcome physical contact 
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    b. verbal or written comments or statements that are, in a sexual             sense, demeaning, humiliating, 
suggestive, insulting, vulgar, or lewd 
    c.  unwelcome visual contact that communicates a sexual message 
    d.  unwelcome requests for sexual favors or acts 
    e. requests for dates or more personal relationship by an individual 
       who is, or is perceived to be, in a position of authority able to           
       effect the campus status of the individual subject to the request. 
     [Examples include requests for such involvement with a student by 
     faculty or graduate student (or other, more senior person in a 
     teaching or advising role) when that student is in his/her class or is 
     his/her advisee, or similar conduct by a supervisor to a subordinate in 
    an employment relationship.] 
    f. inappropriate conversations of a sexual nature of similar jokes and 
       stories  
    g. continued expression of sexual interest after being informed that the interest is unwelcome 
    h. the inappropriate use or display of materials such  as posters,           
        photos, cartoons or graffiti that are demeaning or offensive. 
 
Sexual harassment may occur within a variety of relationships, including classroom situations involving 
instruction. It may occur among peers. It may occur where no relationship exists between the parties other than 
being co-employees or co-students. Especially injurious, however, is harassment in relationships characterized by 
an imbalance of power and authority. Typically, such relationships are found between: 

     a. employer and employee (usually, supervisor and subordinate) 
     b. administrator and faculty 
     c. administrator and student 
     d. employee and student 
     e. senior and junior faculty 
     f.  graduate assistant and undergraduate student 
     g. faculty and graduate or undergraduate student [Examples are 
         when the student is enrolled in a faculty member's class, or when 
         the student is in a continuing position to require evaluation of work 
         or letters of recommendations from faculty]  Such relationships 
         can be immediate, or based upon future expectations, e.g., the 
         need for future evaluations and references. 

C. Statement on Consenting Relationship 

The basic function of a University is the discovery and the transmission of knowledge, which is founded upon the 
free and open exchange of ideas.  In order for productive learning and the work that supports it to occur, 
members of the campus community (faculty, staff, and students) should pursue their responsibilities guided by a 
strong commitment to principles of mutual trust, confidence, and professional codes of conduct. 

The intent of The University of Tulsa's Sexual Harassment Policy is to prohibit sexual harassment and not prevent 
personal and social relationships among supervisors, co-workers, faculty and students. However, it should be 
understood by all members of the campus community that sexual relationships, which occur in the context of 
educational/employment supervision and evaluation or their equivalent are generally deemed unwise even when 
the parties consent, because of the underlying power imbalance in such relationships.      

Employees (including faculty) and students involved in a consenting relationship in the actual or equivalent 
context of educational/employment supervision and evaluation should be and are deemed to be aware of the 
possible costs of even an apparently consenting relationship. The element of power implicit in sexual relationships 
occurring in the supervisory context can diminish a subordinate's freedom of choice. It is incumbent upon those 
with authority not to abuse, or appear to abuse the power with which they have been entrusted. Should a charge 
of sexual harassment be brought by a person in a subordinate position, "consent to the relationship" shall not be 
deemed a sufficient defense or justification for conduct which otherwise would be deemed sexual harassment 
under the University's policy. 

D.  Disciplinary Actions for Violations of the Sexual Harassment Policy
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Disciplinary actions for violations of the Sexual Harassment Policy can include: oral and/or written reprimand, 
reassignment, suspension, counseling, demotion, termination, or any combination thereof. Offenders may be 
disciplined under the appropriate governing code of conduct (i.e., The Statement on Academic Freedom 
Responsibility and Tenure for TU faculty, The University Judicial Board Articles and Procedures for TU students, 
The University Policies and Procedures Manual for non-faculty employees). Sanctions for sexual harassment 
depend upon the circumstances in each case. 

E.  Prompt Attention 

Complaints of sexual harassment, accepted in writing or orally, are taken seriously and will be dealt with promptly. 
Anonymous complaints of sexual harassment will be taken seriously and may be investigated.  

Allegations of sexual harassment shall be judged on the facts of the particular case and the context in which the 
alleged incident(s) occurred. The complainant has the responsibility of proving the alleged sexual 
harassment.            

The specific action taken in any particular case depends on the nature and gravity of the conduct reported and 
may include intervention, mediation, investigation and the initiation of disciplinary action as described above. 
Where sexual harassment is found to have occurred, the University will act to stop the harassment, act to prevent 
its recurrence, and discipline those responsible. 

The Offices of Personnel Services, Student Affairs, General Counsel, Office of the Provost, or Legal Compliance 
may be called upon as a resource to ensure an impartial review at any stage. All reasonable attempts will be 
made to complete this entire process as soon as possible after the filing of a written complaint. 

F.   Responsibilities of Administrators and Supervisors 

The Director of Personnel Services, the Provost, and the Vice President for Enrollment and Student Services are 
responsible for ensuring that the University's Sexual Harassment Policy is communicated on a routine basis 
through the University Policies and Procedures Manual and student handbooks. 

University administrators and supervisors are responsible for creating and maintaining a work place and 
educational environment where sexual harassment is not tolerated. Administrators of supervisors have a legal 
obligation to act whenever they learn-directly or indirectly-about sexual harassment. It is not the responsibility of 
the individual being harassed to correct the situation in which he or she feels threatened or intimidated due to the 
actual or perceived imbalance of power. Administrators or supervisors shall prepare written documentation of the 
details of the acts and situations and immediately contact the appropriate University officer. 

Administrators and supervisors have the legal responsibility to protect a complainant or victim from continued 
harassment or retaliation, and persons accused of harassment from potential damage by false allegations. 

Investigations of sexual harassment complaints will be formally administered by the appropriate University officer, 
or the Office of Legal Compliance within the General Counsel's Office. These offices shall have the final and 
ultimate determinations of discipline based primarily upon the investigations and recommendations derived from 
the outlined process; however, discipline of faculty shall be subject to the appropriate process as set out in The 
Statement on Academic Freedom, Responsibility and Tenure. Disciplinary procedures for non-faculty employees 
are described in the University Policies and Procedures Manual, while student discipline will follow guidelines as 
set out in The University Judicial Board Articles and Procedures. 

Administrators and supervisor will be held accountable for dealing with and taking necessary steps to prevent 
sexual harassment. Failure of a supervisor to notify the appropriate University officer or Office of Legal 
Compliance, of allegations of sexual harassment or failure to take timely corrective action as advised, may be a 
violation of University policy and of the law. Supervisors who engage in such misconduct may be subject to 
appropriate disciplinary action.   

G.  Confidentiality         
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The University understands that some individuals may be reluctant to tell anyone about harassment or to have 
their names disclosed. Every reasonable effort will be made to maintain confidentiality of all parties, all 
conversations and all documents concerning a sexual harassment complaint. The appropriate administrative 
officials will be kept informed on a “need to know” basis. All persons involved should maintain confidentiality to the 
greatest extent possible, except to the extent needed for processing complaints under this Policy.  

H.       Protection Against Reprisals 

Reprisals or retaliatory action against an individual who, in good faith, reports or provides information in an 
investigation about behavior that may violate this policy may be against the law and will not be tolerated. Such 
action should be regarded as a separate and distinct cause for disciplinary action.  

I.   Malicious Allegations/Complaints; False Information 

The University of Tulsa is committed to protecting the due process rights it provides to the accused as well as the 
accuser. Allegations of sexual harassment that are malicious or without foundation are very serious with potential 
for great harm to all persons involved and are also prohibited by this policy.  Intentionally providing false 
information also constitutes grounds for disciplinary action that may include, but is not limited to, written warning, 
demotion, transfer, suspension, or dismissal. 

Repeated filing of frivolous complaints is considered a malicious action and may be grounds for disciplinary 
action. The failure to substantiate a sexual harassment complaint does not automatically constitute a malicious 
complaint. In the event that allegations are not substantiated, every reasonable effort will be made and all 
reasonable steps taken to restore the reputation of the accused if it was damaged by the proceedings. 

J.  Record Keeping         

Each complaint should be documented and kept in a confidential file separate from the personnel or student files 
normally maintained by the offices of either Personnel Services or Student Affairs or the Deans and Provost. 
Documentation should include the name of the complainant, the name of the accused, the nature of the 
complaint, date(s), witnesses, the name(s) of the person(s) who received the complaint, the name(s) of the 
person(s) who prepared the written documentation and the date of the written documentation, and any other 
information relevant to the case. If some of this information is not available, the reason(s) for unavailability, if 
known, should be documented. Such file will be maintained as provided by law. 

At whatever stage the procedure is completed, the file containing all documentation in the complaint will be 
developed. Depending on the case, the file may be retained with limited access in an appropriate office such as 
the Office of the Provost, Office of Personnel Services, the Office of Student Affairs, or the Office of Legal 
Compliance as a sealed file under the supervision of the General Counsel.   Such written document shall be 
signed and dated by the note-take and indicate the credibility of any allegations and the basis for such judgment.  
The seal will only be broken as the General Counsel deems necessary and all care will be taken to protect the 
confidentiality of such a file. 

The Office of the Provost, Office of Personnel Services, and the Office of Student Affairs will track reports of 
sexual harassment for statistical purposes and report at least annually through the Office of Legal Compliance 
within the General Counsel's Office to the University President concerning their number, nature, and disposition. 

K.   Training     

From time to time, the University of Tulsa will conduct training sessions regarding this and other University 
policies. The training sessions will address strategies for preventing sexual harassment to allow individuals to 
reach their full potential as employees and students. 

L.   Pursuit of Complaint Outside of the University:      

This policy does not preclude anyone from pursuing a complaint at any stage of the process, with any external 
agency or other entity (such as a student in an internship or field placement, faculty member visiting at another 
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institution, etc.). 

Procedures 

A.    Reporting Procedures 

1.    An incident of sexual harassment may be reported to any university official or faculty member, including an 
individual's supervisor, department chair or dean, or the appropriate University officer, or the  General Counsel of 
The University of Tulsa.  Employees who need to report an incident of sexual harassment after regular business 
hours of the University should report the incident to the Campus Security Office if the employee's supervisor is 
unavailable, and/or other administrative offices are closed. The Campus Security Office will take appropriate 
action and will notify the appropriate administrative office at the beginning of the next business day. 

The University of Tulsa believes that appropriate University officers should be designated to handle allegations of 
sexual harassment. 

a.  For complaints by students against other students or visitors, that officer is the Dean of Students or his or 
her designate in the Office of Student Affairs. 

b. For complaints against students by staff or by students against staff, the appropriate officers are either the 
Dean of Students or his or her designate in the Office of Student Affairs or the Director of Personnel or his 
or her designate in the Office Personnel Services. 

c. For complaints by a faculty member, staff or student against a visitor, the appropriate officers are either the 
Director of Personnel or his or her designate in the Office of Personnel Services or the Provost or his or her 
designate in the Office of the Provost. 

d. For complaints by staff against faculty, the  appropriate officers are either the Director of Personnel or his 
or her designate in the Office of Personnel Services or the Provost or his or her designate in the Office of 
the Provost. 

e. For complaints by a student against a faculty member or by one faculty member against another faculty 
member, or by a visitor against a faculty member, the appropriate officer is the Provost or his or her 
designate in the Office of the Provost. 

f. For complaints by a faculty member against a student, the appropriate officer is the Provost or his or her 
designate in the Office of the Provost or the Dean of Students or his or her designate in the Office of 
Student Affairs. 

g. For complaints by a faculty member against staff, the appropriate officer is the Provost or his or her 
designate in the Office of the Provost or the Director of Personnel or his or her designate in the Office of 
Personnel Services.  The Office of Legal Compliance will oversee all such investigations. 

2.      Individuals who witness possible sexual harassment should report their concerns to the appropriate 
University officer or the Office of legal Compliance. 

3.     When a university employee receives a report of sexual harassment, he or she must immediately notify the 
appropriate University officer prior to taking any action to investigate or resolve the matter informally and must act 
only on direction from such office. 

4.       The appropriate University officer will normally manage and coordinate all matters relating to informal and 
formal complaints. 

nformal Complaint Process 
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 1.   In the event that an individual believes that sexual  harassment has been or is occurring, he or she will be 
 encouraged to communicate clearly, preferably in writing, to the harasser and state the conduct is not 
 acceptable. The individual is also encouraged to maintain careful written records of the harassment and to 
continue to maintaining current records throughout the process. 

2.    The individual will be given an opportunity to meet with appropriate University officer to discuss the sexual 
harassment allegation.  If an individual cannot decide whether to initiate a formal complaint or is reluctant to 
discuss the matter with the supervisor, he or she may seek the advice and counsel of an appropriate University 
officer who, with the individual’s permission, may seek to resolve the issue informally through discussions with the 
supervisor and the accused. 

A signed, written complaint shall not be required to initiate the informal complaint process. If the individual does 
not wish to prepare a signed, written complaint, written complaint, written documentation shall be prepared by an 
appropriate University officer or representative Office of Legal Compliance. Such written documentation shall 
include the nature of the complaint and the date(s) on which the alleged incident(s) occurred. The complaining 
individual shall be asked to read the written documentation prepared by the appropriate representative to 
acknowledge its accuracy; a written acknowledge-ment will be preferred and may be made in a separate 
document. 

Written documentation shall be prepared before any informal discussions are held with the supervisor and the 
accused. The accused shall be given an opportunity  to read the written documentation that may be edited by the 
appropriate University officer or Office of Legal  Compliance, to protect the anonymity of the complaining 
individual. 
 
3.     If the parties are unable to reach a mutually satisfactory agreement after meeting, the option of filing a formal 
complaint is still available. 
 
C.        Formal Complaint Process 
 
1.  If an individual wishes to file a formal complaint, he/she must submit a signed written statement alleging 
harassment to the appropriate University officer.  Documentation should include the name of the complainant, the 
name of the accused, the nature of the complaint, date(s), witnesses, the name(s) of the person(s) who received 
the complaint, and any other information relevant to the case. If some of this information is not available, the 
reason(s) of unavailability, if known, should be documented. 
 
2.    The appropriate University officer will investigate all formal sexual harassment complaints according to the 
following procedures: 

a. When a formal complaint is made naming the accused individual, that accused individual 
must be informed as soon as possible and in accordance with the appropriate procedures 
governing students, faculty, and non-faculty employees. The accused will not be informed of 
the name of the accuser or the name of the alleged victim unless and until they each have 
consented; however, no investigation will be undertaken unless the complainant consents for 
his or her name to be disclosed. 

b. The appropriate University officer will gather relevant evidence by interviewing the 
complainant, the victim, the accused, and any witnesses determined to be appropriate. 

c. A copy of the complaint will be provided to the accused.  The accused will be given an 
opportunity to respond to the complaint orally and in writing, and may provide evidence 
and/or witnesses. 

d. Investigations, and if appropriate, hearings shall be conducted in accordance with The 
Statement of Academic Freedom Responsibility and Tenure for TU faculty, The University 
Judicial Board Articles and Procedures for TU students, and The University Policies and 
Procedures Manual for non-faculty-employees. 

e. Once a determination is made by the appropriate University officer, and, if appropriate, the 
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General Counsel, both the complainant and the accused will be notified of the action to be 
taken. Pursuant to FERPA (Family and Educational Rights to Privacy Act), student 
disciplinary records will remain confidential unless the accused consents to release of 
information. 

f. If either party disagrees with the determination made and/or the action taken, he/she may 
make an appeal in accordance with the appropriate governing university procedures. 
(Student appeals will be handled under the terms in the University Judicial Board Articles and 
Procedures, faculty appeals under The Statement on Academic Freedom, Responsibility, and 
Tenure; and non-faculty employees under the governing policy from the University's Policies 
and Procedures Manual.)  Appeals shall be limited to a review of the investigation upon 
appeal, and the initial conclusion may be revised if appropriate; however, no new 
investigation will be brought about from an appeal. 

Whom to Contact 
 
This is a contact list for your file of whom to call for guidance, information, or informal resolution. 

Informal Complaints – Contact any of the following person on campus: 
§          Your supervisor, chair, director, or dean 
§          The Employee Relations Coordinator, Kelly Mazza (631-2615) 
§          The Associate Director of Personnel & Campus Services Sherry Eskew (631-2250) 
§          The Director of Personnel & Campus Services, Wayne Paulison (631-2616) 
§          The Provost, Roger Blais (631-2554) (faculty) 
§          Associate V.P. for Enrollment & Student Services, Dean of Students, Yolanda Taylor (631-2965)  
§          The University Compliance Attorney & EEO/AA Officer, Susan Plake (631-2306) 
§          The University General Counsel, Barbara Geffen (631-2306) 

If a student is involved, please also contact the Dean of Students. 

 
25.  Smoke-Free Policy 
    The University of Tulsa adopted a Smoke-Free Policy effective June 1, 1991. The policy applies to all 
University facilities on both the main and north campuses with the exception of student room space within 
University housing, fraternities, and sororities. Common areas within these facilities (lounges, cafeterias, TV 
rooms, study areas, hallways, etc.) are smoke free. To ensure the immediate availability of smoke-free 
residential space for students requesting a smoke-free environment, Housing & Dining Services declares 
appropriate smoke-free space each year. If demand for smoke-free housing via the housing application process 
exceeds available space, additional smoke-free housing will be dedicated in residence halls. Fraternities and 
sororities may vote to expand smoke-free policies within their living areas. 
    The only University-owned facilities excluded are private residential dwellings surrounding campus. No-
smoking signs shall be posted at all building entrances. Cigarettes are not sold on University grounds in 
vending machines, in the student activity center, or at any other campus location. 
  
26.  Solicitation by Vendors and Religious Organizations 
    Solicitation by vendors for the sale of goods or by religious organizations on the University campus, in its 
residence halls, fraternity or sorority houses, or other University buildings is prohibited without registration and 
written consent from the Office of Student Affairs. A fee is charged for solicitation privileges, and the solicitor 
must be sponsored by a campus organization. 
  
27.  Student Admittance to Athletic Events 
General Provisions 
    Students enrolled for full-time credit courses during the academic year must present their valid University of 
Tulsa ID and ticket for admittance to all athletic events. If a valid student ID is not presented, the student may 
not enter. All patrons holding a student ticket must present their personal student ID. The Department of 
Intercollegiate Athletics reserves the right to refuse admittance to an event or to remove a student from an 
event at the discretion of event operation personnel.
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    Students enrolled for full-time credit courses during the academic year at The University of Tulsa are 
allowed one (1) free student admittance to all athletic events. An individual whose relationship is predominantly 
identified as that of being a student will receive student ticket benefits. Individuals who are full-time employed 
by the University, regardless of the number of hours they may be enrolled as a student, will receive applicable 
employee ticket benefits. 
  
Football 
    The number of student tickets available for football is 2,468. These tickets are located in sections R and S 
of Skelly Stadium. The band will now be located in rows 1-9 of sections N and O, leaving all of sections R and 
S for students. Rows 1-7 and 15-45 will be available in section R as general admission seating (1,234 seats), 
and section S is reserved seating (1,234 seats). Students are allowed to purchase one (1) half-price guest 
ticket for either section, and any additional tickets at regular price. 
    Student tickets will not be made available in reserved seating (section S) until all general admission seating 
is allocated. Variations from this policy are at the discretion of the Athletic Ticket Manager. 
    The deadline for student tickets is the close of business two (2) days prior to the event date. The 
Department of Intercollegiate Athletics reserves the right to sell all remaining available student tickets to the 
general public. Sections will remain "reserved" and "general admission," respectively. As long as tickets are 
available within the stadium, students will have an opportunity to obtain a free ticket. No tickets will be sold to 
the general public in sections R and S before this deadline. 
    Students can enter Skelly Stadium two hours prior to kick-off. Student tickets are available for pick-up at the 
Athletic Ticket Office or ACAC Administrative Office two weeks prior to the event. Students must enter at the 
east, center gate of Skelly Stadium. 
  
Basketball 
   All student seating in the Reynolds Center will be General Admission. Students are allowed to purchase one 
(1) half-price ticket, with a total student guest ticket for each event; quantity not to exceed fifty (50) tickets. No 
students will be allowed to purchase full price seating beyond the previously stated conditions in the student 
section. 
    Student tickets will be available three weeks prior to scheduled games at the Athletic Ticket Office or ACAC 
Administrative Office.  The deadline for student tickets is the close of business five (5) days prior to the event 
date. The Department of Intercollegiate Athletics reserves the right to sell all remaining student tickets to the 
general public. As long as tickets are available within the Reynolds Center, students will have an opportunity to 
obtain a free ticket. No tickets in the student section(s) will be sold to the general public before this deadline. 
  
All Other Sports 
    Students are admitted to all other sports on the date of the event by presenting a valid University of Tulsa 
Student ID. Students may purchase one (1) additional ticket at half-price at the gate on the event date. 
  
28.  Student Telephone Directory 
    The University publishes a student telephone directory each year in hard copy and on-line, and all students 
are included in the directory unless they give written notice to have their name withheld. 
    The directory includes students' names and their local address, local telephone number, college, and year in 
school. The directory is distributed free to the University community and will be available on or before mid-
October 2001. The book offers coupons and discounts from area merchants as well as a list of on-campus 
office numbers for quick reference. Anyone who lives off campus must complete a form to be listed in the 
phone book. 
    Students who want their names and phone numbers withheld must complete a form. Forms are available at 
the Allen Chapman Activity Center, the residence hall front desks, and in the Office of Student Affairs. Deadline 
to submit requests to update or withhold information from the directory is Friday, September 9, 2002, 5:00 p.m.
  
29.  Tuition Payment Policy 
    As a University of Tulsa student, it is your responsibility to ensure that all educational expenses are paid 
during the semester in which they are incurred. If financial aid does not cover all of your expenses, you may 
either pay the balance in full or participate in The University of Tulsa's Monthly Payment Plan. Please contact 
The University of Tulsa's Business Office (918/631-2600) or visit our website at www.utulsa.edu to obtain 
information regarding the monthly payment plan. A nominal fee will be assessed to establish a monthly 
payment plan. 
    Payment of current semester charges or payment arrangements must be made by 5:00 p.m. on the first day 
of classes. Payment arrangements may include the monthly payment plan, pending financial aid, or a 
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combination. Payments not made when due will be subject to a finance charge of 1-1/2% per month.
    If the account remains unpaid, the University reserves the right to suspend or withdraw you from classes; 
withhold grades, transcripts, and diplomas; deny you future enrollments; and require you to move from student 
housing.  
The University accepts charges on valid VISA, MasterCard and Discover credit cards. 
  
30.  University Grievance Committee 
    The University Grievance Committee hears the employment grievance of any full-time and part-time faculty 
and administrative/professional and hourly staff employees (including students in their capacity as employees),  
except the University President, Vice Presidents, General Counsel, College Deans and Directors, and others 
reporting directly to a Vice President or the President.  However, employees working under a contract or a 
union will follow their own identified procedures for grievances.   
    Students wising to file a complaint against an employee are to contact the Office of Personnel Services to 
initiate the University Grievance Committee Process, or the Dean/Associate Dean of Students in the Office of 
Student affairs, who will serve as Ombudspersons, guiding the student through their options.  Grievances 
against faculty members may be brought pursuant to procedures outlined in the Blue Book Statement on 
Academic Freedom, Responsibility, and Tenure and not through the University Grievance Committee process. 
  
31.  University Judicial Board 
    The University Judicial Board Articles and Procedures are currently under review and may be revised. The 
current policy, printed below, remains in effect until a revised policy has been approved. 
    In addition to checking with the Office of Student Affairs for any revisions to this policy (or others published 
in this Handbook), please be aware that all higher education institutions are subject to revisions in federal law 
and regulations.  At the time of printing, Congress has approved amendments that will result in changes to 
reporting and confidentiality requirements affecting the current privacy rights of those students under age 21.  
These and other changes may take effect after the printing of this Handbook.  TU must and will act in 
compliance with federal requirements as they become effective, even if not always in conformity with the 
University's own statements, policies and codes as adopted and published. 
    Upon the occasion of suspected student or student organization violation of the General Standard of 
Conduct or the above-listed rules, regulations, or policies, students and the University shall have the right to 
invoke judicial procedures.  Some of the policies carry their won hearing procedures.  Where these procedures 
are not specifically proved for, the University will proceed using the provisions of the University Judicial Board.  
Conduct subject to academic standards under the policies of a specific program (i.e. law, nursing) may also be 
subject to review under disciplinary procedures. 
   
32.  Articles and Procedures 
I.  ARTICLE I: COMPOSITION AND JURISDICTION 

A. Section 1: Composition 
The University Judicial Board (UJB) of The University of Tulsa shall be composed of the Dean of 
Students as a permanent member and of an additional 10 members appointed for terms of one 
year as follows: 
1. Two administrators appointed by the President of the University; 
2. Four faculty appointed by the President of the Faculty Senate; and 
3. Four students appointed by the President of the Student Association with the approval of the 
Student Senate. Individuals appointed under this Section may be re-appointed to serve more than 
one term. 
 
B. Section 2: Jurisdiction 
The UJB shall have original jurisdiction to hear complaints respecting student offenses, according 
to the procedures specified in Article II below. The UJB shall have appellate jurisdiction regarding 
the judicial procedures of the Interfraternity Council (IFC), residence hall disciplinary hearings, or 
similar student judicial body, by the Dean of Students, or by the Dean's appointed representative. 
1. For purposes of these Articles, an offense is any act or omission that violates University 
policies and regulations as stated in the Bulletin, handbooks, the Statement of Student Rights, 
Freedoms, and Responsibilities, or any other official University document or publication. It also 
shall be regarded as an offense if a student violates federal, state, or local laws as they might 
pertain to the student's relationship to the University.
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2. The original jurisdiction of the UJB shall not supersede the original jurisdiction of the IFC, the 
residence hall disciplinary hearing procedures, or similar student body. 
3. The original jurisdiction of the UJB shall not deprive the President or Dean of Students of the 
right to proceed summarily in cases of serious consequence, as may be required by the best 
interests of the University. 
4. The Dean of Students shall have discretion to require that complaints of a sufficiently serious 
nature be heard originally by the UJB. 
5. Written copies or summaries of all proceedings appealed to the UJB shall be filed with the 
Dean of Students at least three (3) working days prior to any appellate hearing on such 
complaints. 
6. The UJB serves as the final level of appeal for student complaints. 

II.  ARTICLE II: PROCEDURE 

A. Section 1: Complaints 
Students, the Dean of Students, or other appropriate staff members who believe an offense, as 
defined in Article 1, Section 2 (a) above, has been committed shall issue a complaint by 
completing the appropriate form in the Office of Student Affairs. 

B. Section 2: Review of Complaints  
Upon receipt of a complaint, the Dean of Students shall review the complaint and may review any 
other materials or make inquiry of any person whom he or she believes may have information 
that bears on the merits of the complaint. If the Dean finds that there is good reason to proceed, 
he/she shall initiate a disciplinary proceeding. If the Dean finds that there is no good reason to 
proceed, then no further action by the UJB shall be taken on the account of the complaint.  

C. Section 3: Judicial Panels; Hearing Options  
An accused student, based upon a complaint approved by the Dean of Students, has the right to 
a hearing by a judicial panel of the UJB. 
1. Judicial panels of the UJB shall be composed of one administrator, two faculty members and 
two students selected by the Dean of Students from the member roster of the UJB. The Dean 
shall designate the administrator or a faculty member to serve as chairperson. 
2. If the Dean of Students, in his/her sole discretion, determines that the case is appropriate for 
such treatment, he/she may offer the accused student the option of having the complaint 
reviewed by the judicial panel (Hearing Option 1) or by the Dean of Students (Hearing Option 2). 
Under Hearing Option 2, the complaining student and the accused student may choose to have 
the Dean of Students mediate a solution to the problem. Upon signing the mediation agreement, 
the involved students agree to accept the decision of the Dean as final with no appeal. 

D. Section 4: Hearing Procedures 
1. The judicial panel or the Dean of Students may call and examine witnesses and examine 
whatever evidence is considered relevant to the issues. 
2. The panel or Dean may make a verbatim tape recorded or stenographic record of the hearing. 
3. Evidence of a prior complaint against the accused that did not result in a finding of guilt shall 
not be admissible at the hearing. 
4. A finding of innocence or guilt shall be based on the evidence presented at the hearing. 
5. The University of Tulsa may designate legal counsel to advise the panel or the Dean as to 
their conduct of the proceedings against the accused. 
6. The judicial panel (under Option 1) or the Dean of Students (under Option 2) shall determine 
whether the student is guilty of an offense, and if so, shall determine the sanction to be imposed 
or recommended. 

E. Section 5: Rights of the Accused  
In conformity with The University of Tulsa's Statement on Student Rights, Freedoms, and 
Responsibilities, no student shall be found guilty of an offense without having been afforded each 
of the following rights, except with respect to those rights specifically and knowingly waived by the 
student in writing: 
1. Written notice of the specific charges against the student and a copy of this judicial code, at 
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least five (5) working days prior to the commencement of the hearing;
2. The opportunity at the hearing to hear all evidence against the student and to confront and 
cross-examine all witnesses against the accused; 
3. The opportunity at the hearing to present relevant evidence and witnesses on his/ her behalf; 
4. The right to remain silent at all points in the disciplinary proceeding provided that the 
aforementioned right is deemed to have been waived by the student who elects to testify in 
his/her own behalf; 
5. The right to retain counsel at the student's own expense, and to have counsel appear with and 
advise the student in the proceedings (requires advance notice to the hearing board), or in lieu of 
counsel, to have any other individual to appear with and advise the student, however counsel or 
support persons may not speak nor act on the behalf of the student during the hearing process; 
6. The right not to be proceeded against a second time for the same alleged offense unless there 
is reason and evidence to believe that the student sought to destroy or otherwise suppress 
evidence. Such conduct shall constitute a separate offense under these articles. 

F. Section 6: Determination of Responsibility; Standard of Proof 
If a majority of the judicial panel (under Hearing Option 1) or the Dean of Students (under 
Hearing Option 2) finds by clear and convincing evidence that the student is partially or fully 
responsible for an alleged offense, the panel or the Dean shall impose or recommend whatever 
sanction is determined appropriate; however, under Hearing Option 1, the sanctions of 
suspension or expulsion from the University shall not be imposed or recommended unless four 
members of the panel concur that such a sanction is appropriate. Such recommended suspension 
or expulsion from the University shall require the approval of the appropriate University Vice 
President. 

G. Section 7: Notice of Findings  
At the conclusion of a hearing, the Chairman of the judicial panel shall report in writing to the 
Dean of Students the findings of partial or full responsibility or of no responsibility and any 
recommended sanction. The Dean of Students shall communicate same to the student. 

H. Section 8: Appeal  
If a student is found partially or fully responsible by the Dean of Students,  IFC, Panhellenic, 
residence hall disciplinary hearing, or similar judicial body, the student may appeal the finding of 
partial or full responsibility or the sanction imposed to the UJB. 
1. Such an appeal must be filed with the Dean of Students by a written notice of the appeal 
within five (5) working days after the student has been notified of the decision in the original 
proceeding. 
2. The notice of appeal shall state with reasonable specificity the reasons why the student 
believes the original finding was erroneous or the sanction imposed improper. 
3. Upon receipt of a notice of appeal, the Dean of Students shall appoint from the membership of 
the UJB a Review Panel comprising a faculty member, administrator, and student. 
4. The Review Panel is to determine the merits of the appeal on the basis of the hearing record 
or interviews with the hearing official and may examine additional evidence and witnesses and 
hold additional hearings. The Review Panel shall have power, by majority vote, to affirm or 
overrule the findings, and, in the event it affirms, to affirm or modify the sanction originally 
imposed or recommended. 
5. Decisions of the UJB are final. 
  
I. Section 9: Closed Proceedings 
All proceedings under these Articles shall be closed to persons not participating in the 
proceedings. Deliberations of the panel shall be closed to all, except the members of the panel. 
  
J. Section 10: Retention of Records; Release  
Unless a record of a sanction imposed in the proceedings becomes and remains a part of the 
student's permanent University record, no information about the complaint or the proceedings 
thereon shall, without the consent of all students accused in the complaint, be disclosed to any 
person except: 
1. As provided by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA);
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2. In response to an order of subpoena of any court or administrative agency having authority to 
issue such an order of subpoena; in response to any other order with which The University of 
Tulsa, or any employee of the University in his/her official capacity is bound to comply; 
3. In any judicial, administrative, or other legal proceedings where such information would be 
relevant and reasonably necessary to defend the interests of The University of Tulsa, or any 
employee of the University in his/her official capacity. 

 III. ARTICLE III: SANCTIONS 
    The UJB or the Dean of Students is empowered to take disciplinary action or to recommend disciplinary 
action befitting the situation. The following is an outline of the courses of action available to the UJB or the 
Dean, which may be administered separately or in combination in order to achieve the desired sanction. 
  
A. Section 1: Warning, Reprimand, or Admonition 
Verbal or written notification to the student that his or her conduct has been unacceptable and requires 
immediate improvement. Further incidents of misconduct may result in additional disciplinary measures. 
  
B. Section 2: Restitution  
A student may be directed to pay, or in some way compensate, for damages resulting from his or her 
misconduct. 
  
C. Section 3: Punitive Fine  
A student may be directed to pay punitive damages resulting from his or her misconduct. Such a monetary fine 
would be payable to The University of Tulsa or other appropriate entity. 
  
 D. Section 4: Probation  
There are three forms of probation: 

1. Membership probation - A student's membership in a particular student organization or 
intercollegiate sport may be modified if unacceptable conduct recurs. Recurrence of unacceptable 
behavior may result in suspension from the organization or team. 
2. Residence Hall probation - Imposed when conduct in a residence hall has been unacceptable 
and bears improvement. Recurrence of such unacceptable conduct may result in suspension from 
the residence hall or other disciplinary measures. 
3. Disciplinary probation - Written notification that conduct has been unacceptable. The student is 
normally placed on disciplinary probation for a specific period. Disciplinary probation also may 
entail withdrawal of certain privileges. If the student is involved in misconduct during his or her 
probationary period, the question of his suspension from the University will be raised 
automatically. 

E. Section 5: Withdrawal of Privileges  
Certain student privileges can be withdrawn by the appropriate judicial body. 
  
F. Section 6: Suspension  
Suspension of a student from the University indicates that a student's behavior has been unacceptable to a 
considerable degree. Suspension may be invoked immediately following an appropriate hearing or at the end of 
a particular academic session. A student usually will be suspended for a specific period. Following the 
expiration of this time, the student may petition the suspending body for permission to re-enroll in the 
University. Student rights and privileges cease upon suspension. Exceptions may be petitioned to the Dean of 
Students. 
  
G. Section 7: Dismissal  
Dismissal is complete separation from the University. A student may be dismissed for unusual misconduct or 
after repeated violation of University regulations. Dismissed students usually are not permitted to re-enroll in 
the University. 
  
H. Section 8: Other Disciplinary Actions as May be Deemed Appropriate 
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33.  Use of Facilities 
    The University does not make campus facilities such as classrooms or auditoriums available for rental by 
off-campus organizations or individuals. Only those groups and individuals invited by the University 
administration, the colleges, discipline administrations, departments, the Coordinator of Summer Conferences, 
the Student Association, or other recognized campus organizations may use campus facilities. 
  
  
34.  University of Tulsa 504/ADA Accommodation Policy for Students with Disabilities 
    

  
(Revised and approved June 22, 1998) 
  
    The University of Tulsa is committed to providing equal access for all students to its programs and services, 
including the equality of opportunity to be competitive in academic endeavors. Effective and efficient 
implementation of this commitment requires the cooperation of all of the University's offices, departments, and 
personnel as well as appropriate utilization by students of the University's services, depending on their 
particular situations and needs. 
    Admission requirements for students with disabilities are the same as for all other students. The university 
does accept the certified results of all standardized tests (e.g. ACT, SAT, GRE, and LSAT). The University is 
very concerned that students with disabilities who consider attending The University of Tulsa be competitive in 
this academic environment. Therefore, reasonable accommodations will be made upon proof both of disability 
and need for the accommodation. It must be understood that accommodations for disabilities are meant to 
equalize educational opportunities. Admission and accommodations do not guarantee success. Therefore, in 
addition to the specific accommodations provided, the University encourages utilization of auxiliary services 
available to all students to maximize opportunities for success. 
    Individuals with disabilities are guaranteed certain protections and the right to accommodation based upon 
documentation. The documentation must indicate that the disability substantially limits a major life activity. 
Students whose disabilities may require some type of academic accommodations must complete an 
"Application for Disability Services" form and an intake interview with the 504/ADA Coordinator prior to the 
academic term for which the accommodation is requested. Accommodations may be made during the term 
upon late submission of the form, but will not serve to alter prior accommodations to assist students who fail to 
provide the coordinator with written documentation. Retroactive accommodations will not be provided to 
students who have experienced academic difficulties due to an undiagnosed condition. Documentation must be 
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appropriate and justify a need for the accommodation by addressing the functional limitations created by the 
disability changes (e.g. course substitutions) would require more extensive justification for academic 
adjustments. Determination of eligibility and approval of special educational accommodations will be made by 
the Eligibility Committee for Students with Disabilities (composed of the 504/ADA Coordinator, at least one 
individual knowledgeable in the specific area of disability, an administrative representative(s) from the college in 
which the student is enrolled, and an additional representative as determined appropriate by the 504/ADA 
Coordinator). The Eligibility Committee will also review all requests for changes in accommodation. Appropriate 
modifications of accommodations will be determined on a case-by-case basis and will not necessarily 
incorporate all requested changes. Requests must be submitted in writing utilizing the Request for Change in 
Accommodations form. 
    Within 20 working days, based on the University work calendar, of receiving the request and all pertinent 
documents, a written response will be issued. To avoid delay due to multiple requests made at the beginning 
of each term, students requesting accommodations (including any changes) are encouraged to submit all 
documentation no later than one month prior to the beginning of the term for which the accommodations are 
requested. The Eligibility Committee will provide a written accommodation statement for each specific academic 
area it deems appropriate. Faculty and other personnel are to provide accommodations only according to the 
official written accommodation statement. This document will not cover accommodations for a student as an 
employee. Accommodations in the workplace must be separately requested through the Office of Personnel 
Services. 
    It is the responsibility of the student who requests educational accommodations to provide the following: 

1. Documentation prepared by appropriately certified personnel qualified to diagnose disabilities; 
including, but not limited to those certified or licensed as physician, educational diagnostician, 
learning disability specialist, or psychologist. 
2. Documentation of the testing procedures followed, the instruments used to assess the 
disability, the test results, and the interpretation of the results. Diagnosis of some disorders must 
meet specific criteria, for example, the diagnosis of Attention Deficit Disorder or similar conditions. 
Contact the 504/ADA Coordinator for more information. 
3. Documentation specifying recommended academic accommodations, which will be taken into 
consideration when identifying reasonable academic adjustments. 
4. Documentation reflecting the individual's present achievement level. This must be as 
comprehensive as possible, and to be in the student's best interests, must usually be dated no 
more than three years prior to the student's request for services. 
5. Documentation including test results for at least the following characteristics: intelligence, 
vocabulary, reading rate, reading comprehension, spelling, mathematical comprehension, memory, 
and processing skills, which are required for most disabilities involving intellectual functioning. 
6. Additional testing results or additional appropriate documentation of the disability as determined 
by the Eligibility Committee. 

    All information submitted concerning the disability is confidential and will be released to instructors or others 
only with written release of information consent from the student or in compliance with legal requirements. 
    Students needing auxiliary services, such as readers, interpreters, or note takers, etc. should discuss these 
needs with the 504/ADA Coordinator. In addition to discussing appropriate education modification, the 504/ADA 
Coordinator will serve as a liaison with University faculty and administration on behalf of students with 
disabilities, including the Office of Personnel Services for those students who are also employees and in need 
of accommodation in the workplace. 
    Students who request accommodation and who believe that the accommodations have been impermissibly 
denied, or who believe that they have been discriminated against on the basis of their disability, should bring 
this matter to the 504/ADA Coordinator. If the 504/ADA Coordinator is unable to resolve the matter informally 
or if the student is unsatisfied with the resolution, the student may seek guidance from the Dean of Students in 
the Office of Student Affairs regarding review of the matter. 
    Students with documented disabilities who warrant the adjustment of carrying less than a full-time course 
load can be determined eligible for full-time student status. In such cases, the student must provide 
documentation of need for a reduced course load, which will be submitted to the Eligibility Committee for 
consideration. Accommodations for a reduced course load must be reconsidered each semester and may 
require additional documentation. Students should check as needed with appropriate departments regarding 
requirements affecting eligibility; such as, Financial Aid, Athletics, internship placements, etc. 
    Students with documented disabilities will be allowed to enroll prior to the regular enrollment date. 
Additionally, students with disabilities are encouraged to take advantage of the following related services 
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available to all students at the University through the Center for Student Academic Support: 

Listing of tutors available for hire at the student's expense  
Individual, confidential conferences about individual concerns  
General study skills, time management, and goal-setting assistance  
Referral to qualified resources for diagnostic evaluation of learning disabilities at the 
student's expense  
Academic counseling and individualized assistance for improving study strategies  
Psychological support through referrals to the Office of Counseling and Psychological 
Services  

The University of Tulsa does not offer students with disabilities the following: 

Diagnostic evaluation for disabilities  
Special classes  
Special Tutorial Program  
A reduced standard for academic performance  
Exemption to graduation requirements  
Credit for effort in place of demonstrated competence in course or subject content  
A substantial change or alteration in the course of study  

    Students' responsibilities are further delineated in Responsibilities of Student Receiving Academic 
Accommodation Policy which is available through the Center for Student Academic Support. 
   Students wishing to discuss the availability of services for the physically disabled or temporarily disabled, or 
who wish to identify barrier problems should contact  the 504/ADA Coordinator, Room 59 Holmes Student 
Center, 600 South College, Tulsa, OK  74104-3189, or call (918) 631-2315, or TDD (918) 631-3329. 
   
For Further Information Contact  
Jane R. Corso, Ph.D.  
504/ADA Coordinator  
Holmes Student Center, Room 59  
600 S. College Avenue  
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74104  
(918) 631-2315/TDD (918) 631-3329  
  
  
35.  Policies Regarding Academic Activities and Conduct 
    

  
    The rules, regulations, and policies contained in this handbook apply to all TU students, full time and part 
time, including but not limited to undergraduates, graduates, law school students, athletes, residence hall 
occupants, apartment occupants, members of fraternities and sororities, and commuting students. 
    In addition to the rules, regulations, and policies contained in this handbook, other handbooks specific for 
certain groups of students apply as well. Therefore, the Nursing Student Handbook, Athletic Trainers 
Handbook, Student-Athlete Handbook, Undergraduate and Graduate Bulletins, Law School Policies and 
Regulations and the Law School Student Code of Conduct Handbook, The Guide to Living on Campus, Office 
of Research and Sponsored Programs: Policies, Procedures, Guidelines, or ACAC Facilities booklet also may 
apply to you. 
     For specific information relating to academic standing, advising, classification determination, credit by 
examination, transfer credits, academic probation and dismissal, the awarding of undergraduate degrees, 

This handbook is not a contract.  It provides information and reproduces certain significant policies of the 
University.  Policies and interpretation by the administration are subject to change as circumstances warrant.  
Please check with the appropriate office for updates and current application of any policy.
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graduating with honors, the grading system, and auditing courses, please refer to pages 21-25 of the 
Undergraduate Bulletin. 
  
Academic Appeals 
    Recognizing that students may feel aggrieved from time to time regarding grades or other academic 
decisions made by a particular instructor or administrator, The University of Tulsa provides the following 
mechanism for students to appeal such decisions. 
    A student who believes that a decision made by a professor, department chair, committee, or other entity is 
either unwarranted, negative, or otherwise adversely affects the student's record, may appeal the decision by 
taking the following steps in the order shown: 

1. The student should first seek an audience with the individual or committee who has made the 
decision to attempt to explain the basis for the complaint and the remedy requested (e.g., grade 
change, withdrawal from the course, etc.). If the party or parties petitioned feel there are 
insufficient reasons for honoring the appeal, the individual or committee should explain their 
refusal to do so in writing on appropriate academic grounds.  
2. If the student is unsatisfied with the explanation provided at the first level of complaint, he or 
she may appeal in the designated order to the next level of academic supervision, which will differ 
depending on the structure of a given college. For example, appeal of a decision by an instructor 
might go first to the department chair, next to the college committee established to hear such 
appeals, and thence to the dean. Although each college will establish its own structure for such 
appeals, normally the appeal will be final when a decision is rendered by the dean. 
3. In the unusual circumstance that the student can make a case that the concept of fundamental 
fairness has been violated in the appeals process itself, the final appeal may be made to the 
provost, who may either consider it or decline to do so depending on his or her assessment of 
the circumstances presented. In all such cases, student appeals on academic issues will be final 
when a decision is rendered by the provost. 
4. The grade appeal must be made in accordance with the following rules: 
a. It must be made in writing to the academic dean. 
b. It must set forth (i) the error complained of (ii) the rationale for considering the decision to be in 
error, and (iii) the remedy requested. 
c. Further, an initial grade appeal must be submitted within 90 days after the grade has been 
assigned.   

    Every effort should in turn be made to communicate a decision on the appeal to the student within 30 days 
after all pertinent information has been placed in the hands of the individual or committee to whom the appeal 
is addressed. This rule applies to each level of the appeal. 
  
Academic Honesty 
    In keeping with the intellectual ideals, standards for community, and educational mission of the University, 
students are expected to adhere to all academic policies. Cheating on examinations, plagiarism, and other 
forms of academic dishonesty violate both individual honor and the life of the community, and may subject 
students to penalties ranging from failing grades to dismissal. Academic misconduct also includes the 
unauthorized or inappropriate use of University computers, vandalism of data files or equipment, use of 
computer resources for personal reasons unrelated to the academic and research activities of the University, 
plagiarism, violation of proprietary agreements, theft, or tampering with the programs and data of other users. 
    Specific policies exist in the various colleges in addition to the overall University policies published in this 
handbook and other campus policy guides. Students enrolled in the College of Law are to refer to the College 
of Law Honor Code for additional policies regarding conduct. 
  
Academic Misconduct 
Standards and Definitions 
    These policies, which were originated in the Henry Kendall College of Arts and Sciences, have been 
adopted, with some variations, by most other colleges. 
    The University of Tulsa expects students and instructors to have prepared the work or research that bears 
their name, and to give acknowledgment in the use of materials and sources. Students are expected to do their 
own work and research, to prepare their own reports and papers, and to take examinations without the 
assistance of others or aids not allowed in the testing procedure. The standards and ideals of learning at the 
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University assert that students develop and learn as they participate directly in the process of learning, rather 
than by substituting the labor and experience of others. 
    Academic misconduct includes, but is not confined to, plagiarizing; cheating on tests or examinations; 
turning in counterfeit reports, tests, and papers; stealing tests or other academic material; knowingly falsifying 
academic records or documents of the college; and turning in the same work to more than one class without 
informing the instructors involved. 
    Students and instructors need to recognize that none of the procedures set forth in this document operate 
to the exclusion of civil or criminal litigation. Also, no definitions in this document supersede any part of the civil 
or criminal code. However, it is hoped that the procedures set forth herein will enable the parties concerned to 
resolve the contested issues without the necessity for recourse to the law, and in a manner that protects the 
rights of the individuals involved. 
    Plagiarism is presenting as one's own efforts the work of someone else without proper acknowledgment of 
that source. Exact copying is to be enclosed in quotation marks with an appropriate indication of its origin. 
Paraphrasing, wherein the basic sentence structure, phraseology, and unique language remain the same, is 
also plagiarism. The failure to acknowledge unique, unusual, or new ideas and facts not the product of one's 
own investigation or creativity is plagiarism. When in doubt in a particular course on these matters, it is the 
student's responsibility to seek guidance from the instructor of the course. 
    Cheating is the use of aids or assistance not allowed in the quiz or testing procedure. Using notes, charts, 
books, and mechanical devices not specifically allowed by the examiner in the test or examination constitutes 
cheating. Visually or verbally receiving or giving information during the test not specifically allowed by the 
examiner is a form of assistance defined as cheating. 
    Counterfeit work is work turned in as one's own that was created, researched, or produced by someone 
else. Turning in a report of another's research, submitting a paper researched or written by someone else, 
having someone else take a test, and submitting joint projects as if they were solely one's own are all forms of 
counterfeit work that is unacceptable.   Theft, use, or circulation of tests or answer sheets specifically prepared 
for a given course and as yet not used or publicly released by the instructor of a course constitutes academic 
misconduct 
    Falsification of data or creation of false data by instructors or students in research or experimental 
procedures is considered academic misconduct. 
    Unauthorized re-use of work or the turning in of the same work to more than one class without informing 
the instructors involved constitutes academic misconduct.  Falsification of academic records by knowingly and 
improperly changing grades on transcripts, grade sheets, and related documents, class work reports, tests, and 
projects, and knowingly falsifying documents related to the meeting of academic requirements or to academic 
achievements constitute academic misconduct. 
  
    (Throughout this document, "instructor" is used as the term to designate members of the faculty, teaching 
assistants, laboratory assistants, or others in their role and function as teachers or supervisors in connection 
with academic course work in the college.) 
  
36.  Academic Misconduct: Student and Instructor Rights  
 
Student 

A student has those rights, freedoms, and responsibilities as enunciated in the Statement 
on Rights, Freedoms, and Responsibilities of The University of Tulsa.   
The student has the right to differing and contrary opinion without fear of reprisal or unfair 
treatment in his or her academic work.   
A student charged with academic misconduct is innocent unless judged guilty through due 
process.   
A student has the right of appeals.   
The policies, procedures, and rights set forth in this document will be applicable to any 
student who enrolls in a class or course in the University.   
If students in one college are involved in cases of academic misconduct in other colleges, 
they may seek the advice and assistance of the Review Board for Cases of Academic 
Misconduct in their own College.  

Instructor 
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An instructor has those rights, freedoms, and responsibilities as enunciated in The 
University of Tulsa Statement on Academic Freedom, Responsibility and Tenure. An 
instructor has the right to establish reasonable and appropriate rules and procedures in 
accordance with the standards outlined in this document as they apply to the instructor's 
particular classes.   
Instructors are responsible for informing a class in written form concerning any special 
scholarship standards, rules, and penalties for the class or field of study, and to give 
clarification in the event of class or private queries on the subject.   
An instructor has the responsibility to treat fairly and impartially all members of a class, and 
to devise testing and assignment procedures that reflect this impartiality.   
Instructors have a responsibility to respect contrary opinions and the right of a student to 
think differently or to be critical without being penalized.   
Instructors have a responsibility to judge the performance or academic work of a student 
on its own merit without regard to the student's personality, origins, political or social views, 
and campus or community actions.   
An instructor has the responsibility to restructure courses and their content periodically. 
Otherwise, this may invite an approach to the class by students in which they rely on work 
that has been done by students in previous semesters.   
An instructor has the responsibility to use testing procedures, assignments, and class 
procedures that prohibit cheating or plagiarism, insofar as this is reasonably possible.   
It is expected that the instructor will refrain from using ideas expressed by a student 
without permission and proper acknowledgment.  

37.  Ethical Conduct in Academic Research and Scholarship 
I. Background/Introduction 
    The integrity of the research process is an essential aspect of a University's intellectual and social structure. 
Research is defined as all investigative, scholarly, and creative activity that supports the intellectual endeavors 
of the University. Although incidents of misconduct in research may be rare, those that do occur threaten the 
entire research enterprise. 
The integrity of the research process must depend largely upon self-regulation. Formalization of the rights and 
responsibilities underlying scientific method is imperative in the research process. The University is responsible 
both for promoting academic practices that prevent misconduct and also for developing policies and procedures 
for dealing with allegations or other evidence of fraud or serious misconduct. All members of the University 
community - students, staff, faculty and administrators - share responsibility for developing and maintaining 
standards to assure ethical conduct of research and detection of abuse of these standards. 
    In dealing with this problem it is important to create an atmosphere that encourages openness and 
creativity. Good and innovative science cannot flourish in an atmosphere of oppressive regulation. Moreover, it 
is particularly important to distinguish misconduct in research and scholarship from the honest error and the 
ambiguities of interpretation that are inherent in the scientific process and are normally corrected by further 
research. The policies and procedures outlined below apply to faculty, staff and students, however, they are 
not intended to address all academic issues of an ethical nature. For example, discrimination and affirmative 
action are covered by other University policies. 
  
II. Ethical Conduct in Academic research and Scholarship 
    The primary way to encourage appropriate conduct in research and scholarship at the University is for 
faculty to promote and maintain a climate consistent with high ethical standards. To reduce the likelihood of 
misconduct in research and scholarship, the faculty and administration should facilitate the following: 

A. Encouragement of intellectual honesty  
B. Assurance that quality of research, scholarship, and creative activity is emphasized  
C. Acceptance of responsibility by supervisor as appropriate to the discipline  
D. Establishment of well-defined research procedures  
E. Appropriate assignment of credit and responsibility 

III. Definitions 
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    A. "Misconduct in research and scholarship" means any form of behavior which entails an act of deception 
whereby one's work or the work of others is misrepresented. Other terms, such as research fraud or scientific 
misconduct, are subsumed within the term as defined. Misconduct in research and scholarship does not 
include honest error, or honest differences of interpretations or judgments of data. The principal element of 
misconduct in research and scholarship is the intent to deceive others or misrepresent one's work. Misconduct 
involves significant breaches of integrity which may take numerous forms such as, but not limited to, those 
outlined below: 

1. Falsification of Data  
2. Plagiarism  
3. Improprieties of Authorship  
4. Misappropriation of the Ideas of Others  
5. Violation of Generally Accepted Research Practices  
6. Material Failure to Comply with Governmental Requirements or Contractual Agreements 
Affecting Research  
7. Inappropriate Behavior in Relation to Misconduct 

    B. "Inquiry" means information gathering and initial fact finding to determine whether an allegation or 
apparent instance of misconduct warrants an investigation. 
  
    C. "Investigation" means the formal examination and evaluation of all relevant facts to determine if 
misconduct has occurred. 
     
The full text of this policy is contained in the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs: Policies, 
Procedures, Guidelines, copies of which are available in the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs, 
Office of the Provost, the Dean of Students Office, or from the University web site 
(http://www.utulsa.edu/research/)/. 
  
38.  Ethics Code and Policy for Computer Use 
    The Ethics Code and Policy for Computer Use is currently under review and may be revised. The current 
policy, printed below, remains in effect until a revised policy has been approved. 
  
Purpose 
    To establish policy to ensure the provision of computer and telecommunication resources and services to 
the faculty, staff, and students, as well as outside clients of The University of Tulsa (TU). This policy applies to 
the use of all institutional data regardless of the office in which it resides or the format (paper, film, electronic, 
etc.) in which it is used. 
    The following policy, rules, and conditions apply to all users of TU computer and telecommunication 
resources and services. Violations of this policy are unethical and possibly unlawful. In accordance with 
established University practices, violations may result in disciplinary action that could result in expulsion from 
the University or dismissal from a position, and/or legal action. 
  
Policy 
    TU strives to provide all computer users with privacy and a fair share of technical resources. All computer 
users have the responsibility to use TU computer resources in an efficient, effective, ethical, and lawful manner 
consistent with the rules and regulations of the University. The ethical and legal standards that all users should 
maintain are derived directly from standards of common sense and common decency that apply to the use of 
any public resource within the University and are documented in the local, state, and federal statutes and The 
University of Tulsa codes, rules, regulations, policies, and procedures. 
    The University of Tulsa seeks to protect computer-based information, recognized as a primary 
administrative, educational, and research asset, from accidental or intentional unauthorized modification, 
misuse, destruction, disruption, or disclosure. In order to make every reasonable effort to protect the integrity of 
its computing systems, workstations, networks, lab facilities, etc., the University has the right to monitor its 
computing resources. 
    TU has an obligation to respect the privacy of a user's files, electronic mail, and printer listings to the best 
of its ability. With reasonable cause for suspicion, TU has the right to monitor any and all aspects of a system, 
including individual logon sessions to determine if a user is acting in violation of the policies set forth in this 
document or as stated by law. The issuance of a password or other means of access is to assure appropriate 
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confidentiality of university files and information and does not guarantee privacy for personal or improper use of 
University equipment or facilities. 
    Computer users are governed by the following provisions, which apply to all use of computing and 
telecommunication resources. Computing and telecommunication resources include host computer systems, 
University-sponsored computers and workstations, software, data sets, and communications networks 
controlled, administrated, or accessed directly or indirectly by TU computer resources or services, employees, 
or students. 
    USERS MUST ABIDE BY ALL SOFTWARE LICENSES, TU COPYRIGHT AND INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY POLICIES, AND APPLICABLE FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS. 
    Users are responsible for safeguarding his or her user identification (ID) and password. Users should not 
print, store on-line, or give his or her password to others. The user is responsible to make authorized usage of 
the ID for its intended purpose only. Each user is responsible for all transactions made under the authorization 
of his or her ID. 
    Computer users shall not intentionally seek, provide, or modify information in or obtain copies of files, 
programs, or passwords belonging to other computer users without the permission of those other computer 
users. This includes all system files and accounts. 
    Files controlled by individual users are considered private, whether or not they are accessible by other 
users. A user must obtain written permission from the owner of a file to alter or copy a file that does not 
belong to him or her. The ability to read, alter, or copy a file does not imply permission to read, alter, or copy 
that file. 
    Each account owner and workstation user is solely responsible for the usage incurred through her/his 
account or workstation. Individuals who intentionally abuse accounts and privileges, degrade system 
performance, misappropriate computer resources, or interfere with the operation of the computer and/or 
telecommunication facilities are subject to disciplinary action. The removal, modification, or re-configuration of 
files on TU computer hardware or software is prohibited. 
    The electronic communication facilities are not to be used for the transmission of commercial or personal 
advertisements, solicitations, promotions, destructive programs, political material, or any other unauthorized or 
personal use. 
    The development and/or use of self-replicating codes is allowed only under the direction of the academic 
faculty and Computing and Information Resources. 
    Computer users will use network links solely for the purpose permitted in the network guidelines (e.g. 
BITNET, Internet). Users are responsible for obtaining and adhering to all network acceptable use policies. 
    The ability to connect to other systems through the network does not imply the right to connect to these 
systems or to make use of these systems unless properly authorized by the owners of those systems. 
    Users share many resources, such as disk space, CPU cycles, printer queues, batch queues, Logon 
sessions, software licenses, etc. No user may monopolize these resources and should utilize these resources 
only to the extent necessary for purposes related to authorized use. 
    Computer users shall not intentionally develop or use programs that harass other computer users or that 
infiltrate the system and/or damage the software or hardware components of the system. Users have the right 
not to be harassed whether it be by physical, verbal, electronic, or other forms of abuse and may complain or 
bring formal grievance through appropriate channels where the abuse complained of is by a TU authorized 
user, whether on or off campus. 
    Although each user has the right to freedom of speech, harassing or defamatory material may not be sent 
via electronic mail or posted to electronic bulletin boards, news groups, etc. 
    Use of the electronic communication facilities (such as electronic mail, telephone mail, or systems with 
similar functions) to send fraudulent, harassing, obscene, indecent, profane, intimidating, or other unlawful 
messages is prohibited. 
    Users will not aid, abet, or act in conspiracy with another to violate any part of these policies, rules, and 
conditions. 
    Occasional proper personal use of computer equipment and software is permitted when personal use does 
not interfere with expected work performance or violate any applicable policy, rule, or law. An employee's 
performance appraisal may take into account personal use and a supervisor may require a change in personal 
use as a condition of employment where appropriate. 
  
39.  Intellectual Property Rights 
    Technical information, discoveries, inventions, and patents resulting from investigation or research 
conducted by employees or students of the University a) which is financed in whole or in part from funds 
administered by the University, or b) as a direct result of an employee's duties or a student's academic pursuits 
with the University, or c) made in whole or in part by the utilization of University resources or facilities, are the 
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property of the University and shall on request be assigned to the University or its designee, unless the 
University relinquishes its rights therein to the inventor. In no event may the name of the University be used in 
connection with any invention, item, or process resulting from research without the written consent of the 
University. 
    A more detailed statement of the procedures and regulations affecting intellectual property may be found in 
the Research Office's Policies, Procedures, and Guidelines. This publication may be found in an academic 
dean's offices, the Provost Office, the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs, or on The University of 
Tulsa website (http://www.utulsa.edu/reserach/). 
  
40.  Investigations (Research) Involving Human Subjects 
    In accordance with the principles of the Code of federal Regulations: Title 45 CFR Part 46; Protection of 
Human Subjects, The University of Tulsa has adopted a policy and a set of procedures to be followed in all 
investigations involving human subjects, whether or not the research project is federally funded. The following 
procedures are mandatory: 1) the research project must be reviewed and approved by a Peer Review 
committee in the academic department involved; and 2) the research project must be approved by the Internal 
Review Board (IRB) by either full membership or expedited review by the chairman of the IRB. 
    Detailed procedural guidelines are given in the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs: Policies, 
Procedures, and Guidelines. This publication may be found in an academic dean's offices, the Provost Office, 
and the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs. These guidelines, as well as 45 CFR 46, are available in 
the Office of Research and Sponsored Program or on The University of Tulsa website 
(http://www.utulsa.edu/research/). 
  
41.  Notification of Student Absences by the Center for Student Academic Support 
All absences should be negotiated on a case by case basis with the instructor, in accordance with the 
policies of the department and/or division.      
  
    The staff at the Center for Student Academic Support will notify faculty members of confirmed student 
absences only  under the following conditions: 

When a member of the staff of Alexander Health Center notifies the staff of CSAS that a 
student has an illness which requires him/her to be quarantined and/or makes him/her 
unable to attend class for more than 48 hours.  
When the staff of CSAS is notified of a student's hospitalization for longer than a 48 hour 
observation period.  

    In situations where confidentiality must be maintained, CSAS staff will accept documentation from off-
campus health care providers (physician, psychologist, etc.) and notify faculty members of their 
recommendations. 
    All requests for notification of faculty by CSAS staff for a student's illness resulting in absence from class 
must be accompanied by the following documentation:  

date of onset of illness or condition 
date of expected return to school 
diagnosis 
documentation must be provided on letterhead from a licensed health care professional 

    All requests for notification of faculty by CSAS staff for the funeral or serious illness of an immediate family 
member resulting in an absence must be accompanied by the following documentation:  

date of funeral 
date of your return to school 
name and relationship to deceased 
funeral home name, location, and telephone number for verification purposes. 

    Faculty members are encouraged to determine the appropriate attendance policy for their classes and state 
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these requirements in their syllabi. 
    The CSAS notification to faculty is informational and is not intended to intrude upon faculty members' 
policies regarding class attendance or opportunities to make-up work. 
    Questions should be directed to the Center for Student Academic support (CSAS) at 631-2315. CSAS is 
located in Holmes Student Center, Room 59. 
  
42.  Satisfactory Academic Progress for Continued Financial Aid Eligibility 
    Students are expected to maintain a reasonable progression toward the successful completion of their 
degree requirements for continued eligibility for financial assistance. The Student Financial Services Office 
performs an annual review of a student's academic file, during the summer, of the number of hours 
successfully completed and the cumulative grade point average earned by a financial aid recipient while 
attending the University. The following chart illustrates the minimum standards which certified, eligible students 
in degree programs must meet before receiving federal and state financial assistance. 
  
I. Satisfactory Completion of Semester Hours 
    Each student is required to pass a minimum of 75% of their credit hours enrolled during the preceding fall 
and spring semesters at the University (rounded to the next higher number). Audit course-work cannot be 
counted. The number of hours required is based on the number of hours for which a student initially received 
financial assistance at the beginning of each fall and spring semester (prior to the refund period). Drops and 
withdrawals from classes will count toward the accumulated deficient hours for a student. 
  
II. Grade Point Average Requirement 
    Each student must meet a cumulative grade point average standard to remain eligible for assistance. 
  

III. Deficient Hours Accumulated 

    To complete a degree plan in the specified number of hours allowed, a student cannot accumulate a 
significant number of I's (incomplete), F's (failing grade), W's (withdrawal) or WF's (withdrawal failing). 
Therefore, each student is allowed a maximum number of "deficiencies" in pursuit of a specific degree: 
  

IV. Maximum Number of Hours Allowed to Complete a Degree 

    Each student enrolled in a degree program is eligible for financial assistance for a maximum number of hours 
specific to the completion of the degree. 

      
        Students who wish more information concerning these requirements should make an appointment to 
discuss their situation with a counselor in the Office of Student Financial Services.

 Hours Attempted  Cumulative GPA Required
Undergraduate  2.00
Graduate Not applicable 3.00
Law Not applicable 2.00

 Maximum Number of Deficient Hours
Undergraduate  40
Graduate  15
Law  30

 Maximum Number of Deficient Hours
Undergraduate  160
Graduate  50
Law  120
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43.  Student and Instructor Responsibilities 
  
Students 

Students have a responsibility to do their own academic work.   
Students are to acknowledge the sources of their materials and to acknowledge material 
that is the work of others.   
Students have the responsibility to inquire of their professor if uncertain as to what 
constitutes proper acknowledgment.   
Students have the responsibility to inquire, if they are unsure, as to what materials and 
aids are permitted in testing and research rooms.   
Students have a responsibility to know their rights and responsibilities as delineated in the 
Statement on Rights, Freedoms, and Responsibilities of The University of Tulsa.   
Students have a responsibility to be acquainted with the University's position toward 
academic misconduct as set forth in this document.   
Students have the responsibility to follow all university safety policies and procedures 
provided to them by instructors.  

Instructors 

Instructors have a responsibility to support and implement the standards, policies, and 
procedures in relation to scholarship and academic misconduct adopted and approved by 
the University.   
An instructor has the responsibility to be familiar with the Statement on Rights, Freedoms, 
and Responsibilities of The University of Tulsa.  

44.  Withdrawal from the University  
    Students withdraw from the University when their enrollment is terminated before completing the semester 
for which they are enrolled. Withdrawing students will be asked to complete a questionnaire identifying their 
reason(s) for withdrawing and describing their future plans. This information will help the University ensure that 
its programs, services, and resources are appropriate to meet students' needs, and will provide students the 
opportunity to make suggestions and comments about their experiences at TU. 
  
Voluntary Withdrawals 
    A degree-seeking student desiring to withdraw must discuss the matter with a member of the college 
advising office staff. Students will be asked to complete the questionnaire during this meeting. The request for 
withdrawal must be approved by the college dean. 
    Non-degree seeking students are strongly encouraged to meet with an advisor before withdrawing and will 
also be asked to complete a questionnaire identifying their reasons for withdrawing and describing their future 
plans. 
  
Medical/Psychological Withdrawals 
    Students withdrawing from the University based on a medical or psychological reason should submit a 
written request to the Center for Student Academic Support of the Office of Student Affairs. A request for 
medical/psychological withdrawal must be supported by documentation from your 
physician/psychologist/psychiatrist.  Additionally, your physician/psychologist/psychiatrist must complete the 
 Medical Verification Form, which can be obtained from the Center for Student Academic Support. 
    The Center for Student Academic Support will maintain all documentation in confidential student files. 
Additionally, the Center for Student Academic Support will notify the College Advising Offices, the Business 
Office, Student Financial Services, and Housing and Dining that the student has provided sufficient 
documentation to qualify for a medical/psychological withdrawal.  
     A medical withdrawal does not relieve students from financial obligations incurred from the University or 
related organization.  Students should contact the Business Office, Housing and Dining, and/or Student 
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Financial Services regarding outstanding fees, bills, refunds, and other charges related to their enrollment or 
withdrawal. 
    Grades of students who withdraw before the end of the drop/add period will be determined as follows: 

Students who withdraw before the end of add/drop period will not have grades shown on 
their transcripts.   
Students who withdraw due to documented extenuating circumstances after the end of the 
add/drop period will receive a grade of "W" in all their courses.  
Students who withdraw after grades are assigned will have the assigned grade on their 
transcript.  

    Re-admission to the University may be contingent upon receipt of a letter from the attending 
physician or mental health practitioner stating that the student is able to return to classes.  The 
Office of Student Affairs or the Center must receive supporting documentation for the student's 
return to the University at least 30 days before re-admission.  
    Students who fail to provide adequate documentation to the appropriate office prior to the 
commencement of finals may receive the grade they earned in the courses.  The University of 
Tulsa does not permit retroactive withdrawals or grade changes. 

Non-returning Students 
    Students who plan to complete their current semester of enrollment but do not intend to return to TU for the 
subsequent semester are strongly encouraged to meet with a member of the college advising office staff or the 
Associate Vice President for Enrollment and Student Services/Dean of Students to discuss their decision.  Non-
returning students will also be asked to complete a questionnaire identifying their reasons for not returning to 
TU and providing the opportunity for non-returning students to make suggestions and comments about their 
experiences at TU. 
  
Non-voluntary Withdrawals 
    Students may be required to withdraw from the University for habitual absence from class, disruptive 
behavior, or other activities that prevent the student or others from fulfilling the purposes implied by enrollment 
in the University. Non-voluntary withdrawals will be initiated by the Vice President for Enrollment and Student 
Services upon the recommendation of deans, directors, or other University staff with direct knowledge of the 
student's disruptive behavior or activities. The Vice President will consult with appropriate University personnel 
and others in reaching a decision. Grades of "W" will be entered for each of the courses in which the student 
was registered. Students who have been required to withdraw must apply for re-admission to their dean in the 
same manner as a suspended student. 

Students who withdraw voluntarily or for medical or psychological reasons will have the 
notation voluntary withdrawal (date) entered on their permanent academic record following 
the semester in which the action occurred.  
Students who are required to withdraw during a given term will have the notation 
involuntary withdrawal (date) entered on their permanent academic record following the 
semester in which the action occurred.  

    An adjustment in charges according to the published refund schedule will be calculated from the date of the 
official withdrawal. 
    Under no circumstances does non-attendance to classes constitute an official withdrawal from the 
University. 
    Exceptions to this policy may be made by the Vice President for Enrollment and Student Services.
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